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Committee drops nine complaints
By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer
Recreation and Events Center opponent Larry
Dougherty had more complaints after the Associated Students Judiciary Committee dropped nine
of his campaign violation charges at its meeting
yesterday.
The committee also upheld one complaint filed
by REC proponent Ted Gehrke, Student Union
Board of Directors member, concerning the $1,000
ceiling imposed last week by the A.S. Election
Board. Dougherty also dropped three previously.
filed complaints.
Dougherty claims the judiciary did not follow

Equal pay
discussed at
workshop
By Margaret Connor
Daily staff writer
Opponents of comparable worth say
women need to look for better jobs if they
want to earn more money. Proponents counter that women don’t always have a choice.
"Women should stop looking for handouts
and start looking for better jobs," said Chris
Quackenbush, president of Q-Tech in Santa
Clara.
Quackenbush and Gerald Pauly, personnel director of Sacramento County, were
guest panelists in a discussion in the Associated Students Council Chambers Tuesday
on comparable worth. The event was hosted
by members of the SJSU Industrial Management Society.
Comparable worth means equal pay for
equal worth. In other words, men and women
wastri receive the same pay far dissimilar
jobs where training, responsibility and effort
are shown to be comparable.
Both guests are against comparable
worth.
Student moderator, Melinda Kiefer, said
that when she invited the two panelists, she
position,’
Quackenbush’s
misunderstood
thinking she was for comparable worth.
Quackenbush, although against the concept, recognizes the existence of disparities
between wages of women and men. Some reasons for this, she said, are that women interrupt their career paths to raise families, or
are less committed to work because their
families come first. In these cases, Quackenbush recommends better child care and more
parent sharing.
Private industry should be responsible
for providing care, rather than government,
she said. She said she brought her baby
daughter to the office, and encouraged her
employees to bring their children. Three
other women have since followed her example, she said.
Quackenbush also advocates changing
societal attitudes instead of legislation.
"Legislation will not change people’s
minds," she said.
In an interview the following day, Samuel
Henry, the SJSU affirmative action officer,
gave his views in favor of comparable worth.
Henry agrees that private industries
should provide child care. Industry is realizing it is easier to hire women if child care is
provided, he said. Yet some companies are
too small or have organizational difficulties,
he added.
"We need both public and private child
care," he said.
Henry also asserted that legislation can
be used to change behavior. "We’re not about
changing attitudes," he said. "We want to
change behavior."
He cited, as an example, the unsanitary
practices in the meat packaging industry in
the early 1900s. Through the Interstate Trade
Act, a bill mandating inspections of products
shipped between states, government was
able to regulate private companies, forcing
continued on back page

correct procedures yesterday as documented in
Act 36 of the A.S. Constitution concerning preliminary hearings. He also said the committee violated
rules concerning the "judiciary delegate" and was
biased against Dougherty’s positions.
"It was extremely frustrating to go into the
meeting expecting them (AS. Judiciary) to go by
the rules and not have them do it," he said.
According to Act 36, a preliminary hearing
must take place before a hearing is set. Dougherty
claims there was no preliminary hearing. Yesterday’s judiciary meeting was also the first this semester.
"All they said was:this is your hearing,’ " he

said
The judiciary was unable to adhere to the procedures outlined in Act 36 because of time constraints, said William Borges, faculty adviser for
the judiciary.
"We had to act immediately on these
charges," Borges said. "It was the only way we
could do so before the election period was up."
Because the judiciary failed to abide by the
guidelines outlined in Act 36, Dougherty said his
"right to due process" was violated.
"They just made a shambles of our due process by not following the specific guidelines in Act
36," Dougherty said. "They did not follow the procontinued on back page
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A.S. lifts $1,000 ceiling
By Mary Green
Daily staff writer
Forces in favor of constructing a Recreation and Events Center will now have one less restriction to hinder their pro-EEC
campaign.
The Associated Students Judiciary ruled yesterday that a 81,000
limit established by the A.S. Election Board will apply to all groups
campaigning and not to each side

in the campaign.
The election board had followed a guideline from the A.S.
election code when it determined
the spending limits for this election. The code set spending limits
on individual candidates, but did
not include spending limits on initiatives, recalls or referendums,
such as the Rec Center issue on
continued on back page

Pay dispute
proposal to
be revealed

A rticulating

CFA offers information
before fact finding begins

Oh,

Fine arts major Marc Adams improves his
technique in a beginning airbrush class. Despite
the obvious concentration, the junior seems to

Joseph De Vera Daily staff photographer
have much more paint on his thumb and shirt
than on canvas. As a shadowy image slowly appears, the artist fades behind a %van of paint

By Amy Vermeil()
Daily staff writer
The California Faculty Association is scheduled to release information today concerning a recent proposal
made Monday to the California State University Board of
Trustees in an effort to settle their ongoing pay dispute
before both parties proceed to formal fact finding.
Although bargaining agents for the CSU received the
proposal late Monday, neither party would comment on
the contents of the proposal.
"We will not respond to the specifices of the proposal
because we will not negotiate in the media." said Judy
Elias, director of public affairs for the Chancellor’s Office.
"They (CSU) have, however, sent a reply to the CFA
asking to meet before the weekend," Elias said.
At press time, the CFA had not received the letter and
would not comment on the proposed meeting.
Scott Rice, CFA representative for SJSU, said Monday that the new proposal will "make it possible to bring
this situation to a speedy conclusion."
"We have made this proposal in good faith, incerely
hoping that they will accept it so that we can move beyond
this impasse," Rice said.
Rice would not say whether the proposal included a
reduction in the 9.65 percent figure the CFA has been requesting.
"We don’t want to say anything in the media about
the proposal until they have had a chance to look it over
and respond," Rice said.
"I will say that if they’re truly committed to bringing
this to an end, they will accept this offer.
The CFA began negotiating for a new contract in
April and although most of the contract has been agreed
upon, the conflict has centered mainly around the group’s
differences in the pay increase issue.
Originally, the CFA had requested a 10 percent
across-the-board pay increase, retroactive to July 1, with
an additional 1 percent to be added in January 1985.
The CSU’s original offer consisted of an 8.35 percent
increase retroactive to July with the additional 1 percent
to be added in January.
In October, the CFA lowered its request to 9.65
across-the-board with the additional 1 percent still intact.
On Oct. 31, the CSU countered with a final offer of 9
percent across-the-board increase, with no increase in
January.
"Everyone knows that this could have been wrapped
up a !ong time ago," Rice said.
"They’ve stalled on this for so long, hoping that the
faculty would get fed up and give up on the process.
"Essentially, they’re trying to punish the faculty for
participating in the collective bargaining process," Rice
said.
Jacob Samit, assistant vice chancellor for employee
relations, disagreed with Rice.
"We are not stalling intentially we simply do not
have the funds that they think we do," Sam it said
If the CSU chooses not to accept the offer made by the
CFA, the matter will proceed to a formal fact finding session where one representative from each group, along
with a neutral party, will investigate the issue and eventually make a recommendation on the issue

Panel dissects election results

From left, William Borges, Jonas Egilsson, Roy Christman and Roy Young

Joseph DeVers - Daily staff photographer
were among those discussing the national elections Tuesday in the S.U.

By Paul Hattori
Daily staff writer
A panel of three SJSU political science
professors discussed the election results
yesterday, including why the Democrats
and various propositions were defeated.
Professors Roy Young, William
Borges, and Roy Christman, speaking before a crowd of students in the Student
Union Umunhum Room, commented on
three different aspects of the election race
results.
Young, commenting on the presidential results, said a major problem that
led to the Democratic defeat was the
"Ferraro fizzle." He said Mondale’s
choice of Ferraro as a running mate was
"poor judgment."
"It’s not that a woman was on the
ticket, but a particular woman," Young

said "Feminists do not represent the
thinking of women in thfs country."
He said the Democrats also lost because Mondale’s "new ideas" - which he
expressed in the campaign - were actually
old ones.
"The old Democratic coalition put together in the 1930s is simply no longer with
us," Young said. "No longer are people
willing to say ’Well, people are hungry so
let’s feed them with money from the national government.’ "
He said the majority of labor workers
who voted for Reagan proved that "people
are no longer willing to look back with liberal Democrats to programs successful in
the 1930s."
Borges used his expertise to discuss
the results of the election on Congress. He
said the coattail effect, which was ex-

pected to be a major factor in the election,
"fell somewhere in between "
The Senate is expected to remain conservative, he said, adding that the House
results were just "average," with the Republicans picking up from 18 to 20 seats.
Borges said the Republicans did the
most "remarkably well" in the sunbelt
states, territory that in the past was
strongly Democratic.
"This could mean additional seats in
future years, and it will make it harder for
a Democrat to be elected in 1988," he said.
Borges said, if anything, the minor
coattails effect meant only one thing.
"The parties are fragmented," he
said. "And we don’t have national parties."
continued on back page
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Editorial

Spending limit now out of control
PUGNACITY over the proposed
THE
Recreation and Events Center goes on
and on.
The Associated Students Election Board
last week imposed a $1,000 spending limit for
all groups on both sides of the REC issue. Ted
Gehrke, a member of the Student Union Board
of Directors, protested the limit on grounds
that SUBOD couldn’t be held accountable for
the spending of other pro-REC groups which
want to inform students.
Yesterday, the A.S. Judiciary Committee
overturned the election board’s spending
limit.
The election board had chosen to follow
the A.S. Election Code guidelines previously
set for individual candidates and extend the
$1,000 candidate limitation on elections to encompass issues as well. We feel this was a fair
and impartial process which would have given
both sides equal and adequate representation.
Gehrke, however, contended the board’s
policy was an infringement on First Amendment rights.
"People who print up a $30 flyer on their
own, may be prohibited from doing so," he
said. "It’s a complete squashing of the democratic process."
We feel the issue here has very little to do
with First Amendment rights. Individual candidates at S.ISU always have had limited ex
penditures and the purpose of the campaign
limitations has been clear and precise. EXpen;:
diture sealings are set up to give each candrdate an equal opportunity to express their
views and to promote themselves.

The democratic process would still be viable within these limitations. Not all candidates will spend a $1,000. Thus, campaigns
will not always be balanced, but it is important to keep both candidates and issues within
a managable corral.
In a world that is clearly influenced by
smooth promotion pamphlets and large advertising blitzes, issues tend to get cluttered
by this kind of informational onslaught. Now,
with the limit being $1,000 for each group on
both sides of the issue, the path is clear for a
barrage of campaign expenditures and a distortion of the real issue.
If there are 20 pro-REC groups, those in
favor of the REC could possibly have $20,000
in support for their side. The same obviously
applies to the anti-REC side, and the outcome
of this will be a smothering of one group by another.
The initial campaign limit would have
forced both sides to spend their dollars wisely.
It would not have allowed the issue to be
clouded by extravagant promotions and advertising overkill.
The democratic process was not created
for people to vote on the best promotion of a
candidate or an issue. Still, it often seems that
many times we do vote on the merits of mediahype. It is feasable now, after the judiciary’s
latest action, that we will see one group supported with so much money it becomes the
only-visible choice.
If this is allowed to happen, the democratic process will suffer a far more serious
blow than Gehrke had in mind.

Reading each type like a book
Whoever came up with the old adage: "You can’t
judge a book by its cover" had no basis for writing it. Society does indeed judge its members on their external
’merits. This is especially true in the sexually -oriented
1980s.
This reliance on superficial attractiveness is most
easily observed in society’s finest social gathering venue:
the singles bar.

Kevin
Mendoza
Let’s face it the singles bar is a veritable playground for good-looking people. Good-looking individuals
command as much attention as their egos need, and they
get as much after-dark action as their libidos need.
The "dogs" of the world get whatever they can.
Chances are their evening will be spent just trying to
order a drink. Apparently, cocktail waitresses have an
inbred inability to see unattractive people.
When a shapely female glides into the room, all eyes
whether they’re blue, brown, bloodshot or beady, rivet
upon her. Women turn to size up the competition for male
attention. Men look to activate their salivary glands.
What’s the fuss? Nobody seems concerned about her personality or her mental status. The lady could turn out to
be as sharp as a billiard ball.
Part of the reason women look at other women is to
check out the latest in female fashion. They look at the
spike heels, the tight sweater, the 15 ounces of eyeliner,
the stickpin the total package. Then they gauge the
male reaction to the outfit. If it’s almarent the testorone
level in the room has increased substantially, they go out

and buy a similar get-op. But, downy of thesewomen buy
the published work of Solzhenitsyn in an effort to improve
their minds as well as their physical appearance?
Attractive women have no problems quenching their
thirst. Truckloads of men will descend upon her and buy
her drinks. They want to dance with her. They want to be
seen with her. They don’t care what lies -beneath that pretty exterior.
Good-looking guys have no problem flagging down
waitresses whenever they want a drink. These dream boats reek of machismo with their bulging biceps and Old
Spice-scented bodies. If they don’t want table service,
they merely sidle up to the bar and order. Regardless of
how packed the place is, they always get served first. Apparently bartenders are trained to zero in on good-looking
men.
This presents a problem to the male dogs of the world.
Unable to catch the bartender’s eye because they’re not
good-looking enough, these men are forced to devise various means of garnering attention.
Donning jewelry seems to be a popular method. Miles
and miles of gold chain catch everyone’s eyes.
Some of these men try to emulate the handsome
studs. They adopt the swagger, the stance and the furrowed -brow glare. It doesn’t work. Society’s preoccupation with good looks transforms the unattractive men into
cheap impersonators. They erroneously volunteer to become faceless sheep.
The rotund waistlines of many of these men also demand attention. Sadly, this doesn’t pen out into bartender
or female attention. Once again, the emphasis on external
beauty rears its ugly head. Does it really matter that half
of these guys look like UNICEF. poster boys with
scrawny torsos and bloated bellies? Apparently so.
The singles bar isn’t exactly all fun and games for
less-than-dazzling women. They have the same problem
securing a drink that the male dogs have. They, too, are
sometimes forced to emulate the good-looking members
of their gender.
Society’s preferential treatment for good-looking individuals is causing problems. Society should change its
way or things may get ugly.

The forum page is your page. The Daily encour
ages readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Eilitorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Dan
Fitch
Tuesday night I tried this stuff in a brown bottle with
little puzzles on the cap. By nine I couldn’t understand the
puzzles (I couldn’t at six, either), and had to escape the
tube before the great communicator’s rosy cheeks
showed up on the screen.
A frightening thought jumped me as I reached for the
doorknob
Would there be hordes of crazed freshmen roaming
the streets with signs reading "Democrats, quite frankly,
leave!" Would there be mobs of Christians on the streets
searching for staggering Democrats to bludgeon with the

wit and wisdom of Jerry Falwell?
There wasn’t. But there was a scraggly guy taking a
fully -clothed shower with the garden hose I forgot to put
away that afternoon. He was probably a Libertarian or a
Socialist or something. I wondered why they get treated
so well these days.
I decided to make a run for Gomez’ house.
While Nixon was being voted in again in 1972, Gomez
sat in his room for seven hours eating bowls of "Lucky
Charms" and listening to a Doors record over and over
I was gibbering badly when I got to his place and was
unprepared for the sight that greeted me,
With the aid of a flashlight, Gomez was applying wax
to a new Volvo sitting in the driveway The car had a
bumper sticker reading "Dead Heads for Reagan,’ and
the license plate said "I Luv MX." Gomez had a sweater
draped perfectly around his shoulders.
"Danny baby," he said, "Prosperity is it man. Deficits baby, borrow, borrow, borrow. Let those poor folks
eat ketchup, they love it
I told Gomez I worked for a communist student paper
whose staff drank cheap wine all day, advocated overthrowing the fraternity system, and refused to print proREC letters. I told him the entire staff, except for the
sports writers, were slated for torture on the fountain
lawn the next day.
I asked him where an odd, outcast Democrat could go
to find sanctuary.
"Los Gatos, baby, everybody’s odd in Los Gatos"

Tim
Goodman

Letters to the Editor
Schneider needed diplomacy

Angst

Editor,
First off, our school president, Michael Schneider told
us he was a "happy camper." Now he says Mondale is a
jellyfish. I say it is time for Mikey to grow up. He is the
president of a state university and not a high school. I
should think he would have something more intelligent to
say about Mondale. By the way Mikey, did you see the
first debate? Mondale was a man in control while Reagan
.fell on his face.
Bill Coleman
Senior
Liberal Studies

CAPITALISM SMACKED COMPASSION into
oblivion Tuesday night.
The 1984 presidential election revolved
around money and a lack of concern that was
generated directly from money. Greed, that ugly
self-interested entity swarmed the American people
and firmly entrenched itself in their wallets. We’ve
lost sight of everything. Tossed it all aside with the
ease of a used candy wrapper, and put our sticky
little fingers around the almighty dollar.
There are various other facets that led to the
defeat of Walter Mondale. The man was probably
his own worst enemy. A squeaky rat -like voice and ;1
aktaa maid. dielaat halo Ilk
REC. issue in plain sigkt
jatttjuiagkeite rsonality m4ch
Nimes. A ca patrgslipiatinesseftb wnsweits add ’ ’ ,
,
Editor,
4Tsuccessful mbites Wa sytitaitradematis.of
Lhave reviewed all of the loch, regenliappilie-psie
ondale. Fro faulty megaphones to deserted
posed Recreation and Events Center. I’ve examined the
rallies and from a woman on the ticket to
supporting information, as well as what the opposition
campaigning in the incumbent’s home state.
has to say. Your opposition to this endeavor must be blind
altogether, they became more Of a mess on the
for any close scrutiny of what this center has to offer this
Mondale failure pile.
campus would reveal that it is long overdue. Instead of
But the main reasons lie deep in ourselves, and
writing some rhetoric, provide some factual basis for
they were exploited by a babbling old ex-actor who
your oposition, and if you try, you may be able to find
possessed some indescribable charm that let him
some objectivity tucked away in a closet in Dwight Bentel
take another breath when he had his foot in his
Hall.
mouth.
Robinson
Gabel
Lea
Mondale did not lose to Reagan. He lost to a
Graduate Student
national question markmore mysterious than any
Teaching Credential Program
known illness, but far more potent than all of them
combined. Reagan is amazing, if for nothing else,
his ability to pull the wool over so many eyes. Eyes
Open Season took cheap shot
that know he’sdoing it, but shine like glazed coals
Editor,
while he does it.
I waited a week to write this letter Like so many othBut really, Reagan can’t be faulted. For all of
ers, I was clinging to the hopes of a Mondale-Ferraro
his obvious shortcomings, for all of the most
upset so I could make Nick Gillis eat his words.
blatantly apparent tendencies he displays towards
Yes, I knew it was bleak for the Democrats, too but
killing this nation, we are the ones that bear the
Mondale
look
Making
aggressive.
too
was
just
column
his
blame.
,
like an overpowered, hopeless boxer was totally tasteless
We sit, all 0/arm and content, willing to be
But you were right, Nick. And so was everyone else.
spoon-fed all manner of rhetoric that tells us how
Next time, maybe you can present your case with a
great we are. We are a great nation. We are great
little more class
again. We are making great amounts of money. All
Cynthia Solt
nice slogans, but we are, more accurately, greatly
Sophomore
fooled.
Human Performance
We are apathetic, and sufficiently lulled by
misunderstood signs of progress, to the extent we
are willing to avoid change. If anything is a lessonAI letters must hew the writer’s name, signature, maim,
making device in history, it is change. Without it, we
phone number and class standing.
become stagnant, and soon become history
verification
purposes, and will not be
The phone number is for
ourselves.
printed. Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in Dwight
We hive fooled ourselves into believing we have
come to the point where we don’t need change. But
Dental Hal, or at the information canter on the first floor at the
we have regressed rather than progressed. The last
Student Union. The Spertan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
four years we have faltered terribly in social areas,
fw libel and length.
but some people, on the whole a minority, have
gained financially..

Green Death need ed to handle green -loving America
Drink an American beer that comes in a green bottle
and you’ll either end up resting your head on a hubcap or
sleeping in a bathtub.
When Reagan won in 1980, I drank the Green Death
and wound up in a Gernco parking lot with some guy
wearing an "I Like Ike" sweatshirt He was clutching an
empty box of "Cheeze-Its," and kept muttering something about a dead battery in Millbrae.

Communique

He was right, of course, but people in Los Gatos won’t
stand for odd people who aren’t rich. When poverty
stricken eccentrics walk down the main gig in Los Gatos,
those rich folks move like the iguanas in Central America
that lay on the dusty roads and then slither away quickly
just before you run them over.
"Where else can Igo?" I asked.
"How about Palo Alto, man."
"Sure, and where will I live, in a restaurant? Besides.
those people are so cool they don’t sweat when they
dance
"Good point, baby. I don’t know what to tell you, extept stay the course, and get yourself a Volvo."
Finding Gomez so much in vogue was a crushing
blow. How could a man who owned six "Spiro Agnew for
God" shirts drink imported beer and vote Republican?
Those, and other difficult questions clotted my mind
as I wandered towards home in search of "Get Smart" reruns and a bottle of beer without a puzzle on the cap.
The streets were desolate, except for an occasional
Volvo or BMW that sped by with arms protruding out the
windows like crab legs, waving bottles of champagne.
On a corner, a group of red -clad Rajneesh followers
were chanting "it’s great to be young and rich." I wondered what people at the Vietnamese laundramat or the
Sikh temple were doing.
Finally, it all became too much for my leftist mind,
and I searched for a smooth hubcap to rest my head
against

ABOUT THOSE who did not gain
WHAT
financially from Reagan? Why did they
vote in droves for the man? Why indeed.
Fooled perhaps, by all the folly we call optimism.
Fooled because they are not intelligent enough to see
for themselves all the signs that point to the
contrary. Yet, for all these guesses, there really is
no reason. That is why the victory is confusing.
Have we forgotten the breadlines? Have we
forgotten the plight of all those in need? Have we
forgotten, as it seems, all the social Changes that
took place on the backs of those who were not around
to vote on Tuesday? Yes, we have forgotten, and
that is our biggest sin. That is our unforgivable
sin.
The New Right is shaping, more visibly, into the
New Wrong. The country, purportedly with new
vigor to puff out its sagging chest, is alive nowor
so we’re told. We are Americans again. We can be
proud. The list, the rhetoric, the meaningless
Hollywood fighting words, go on endlessly.
Proud? Ho* can we be proud? We have
destroyed everything that people with compassion
have put into motion. We have, with disgusting
quickness, sold our souls, sympathy, and
understanding le the monetary printing presses.
You want proof ft It is everywhere. You want to see
all the atrocities in black and white? Well, as
citizens, we have never looked or cared to look
before, so why now?
The damage is done Live with it
Tim Goodman is the forum editor His columns appear
Tuesday and Thursday
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Smoking
can cause
rare disease
BOSTON (AP)
Cigarette
smoking, a well-known contributor to
heart attacks, also causes a rare but
lethal disease that weakens the
heart’s pumping power, researchers
have found.
The study found that in young
men, at least, smoking causes
,ya hcondition
tapoymo
idrac
that
results in
heart failure and is often fatal.
Exactly how smoking does this Is
still not clear. However, Dr. Arthur
J. Hartz of the Medical College of
Wisconsin speculates that the nicotine or carbon monoxide in the
smoke somehow poisons the heart.
"It probably causes cardlomyopathy with a direct toxic effect on the
heart muscle that weakens it," he
said in an interview.
Hartz’ study, conducted at St.
Luke’s Hospital and the Wood Veterans Administration Medical Canter
in Milwaukee, was published in
Thursday’s New England Journal of
Medicine.
Other research has shown that
men who smoke are two to three
times more likely than non-smokers
to die from heart attacks. Heart attacks usually occur when the heart’s
own blood supply is temporarily
blocked, and a section of heart muscle dies from lack of oxygen.
The damage from cardiomyopathy, however, is spread through the
heart. It is a generalized weakness,
and as a result, the heart does not
pump strongly enough to circulate
the blood properly. The consequence
is one form of heart failure.
"When you look at moving pictures of the heart, instead of having a
vigorous, complete contraction, the
heart contracts very weakly," Hartz
said. "It does a small portion of what
It would ordinarily."
To compensate for its weakness,
the heart becomes enlarged. This, in
turn, can eventually interfere with its
function instead of improving it.
Cardiomyopathy is a poorly understood disease. In the past, some
have speculated that it’s caused by a
virus. But most cases are termed "idiopathic," a word doctors use when
they don’t know the cause.
Barney Clark, the Seattle-area
dentist who lived for 112 days with an
artificial heart, suffered from the disease. Hartz said 9,000 to 10,000 people
die of it each year.
Recent research in rabbits lusa
’shown the cigarette smoke can damage their hearts and cause cardiomyopathy.
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Fullerton State teacher’s death
investigated as possible suicide

Blast-off delayed
due to crosswinds
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) Killer crosswinds, packing enough power to rip the fuel
tank and booster rockets from the
space shuttle in its climb to orbit,
forced a one-day postponement
yesterday in the start of Discovery’s satellite rescue mission.
Officials rescheduled the liftoff for 7:15 a. m. EST today but
that, too, depended on the capricious winds. Air Force weathermen were told to monitor the
winds with a series of high altitude
balloon flights, the last only two
hours before the new launch time.
"We have significant shear in
the upper atmosphere and the
analysis here is we would exceed
the structural load limits on the
vehicle," launch director Bob
Sieck told the four-man, onewoman astronaut crew at one
point before Tuesday’s scheduled
liftoff. Then, just 32 minutes before scheduled launch, Sieck said,
"We are no go and we will have to
scrub for today."
It was only the fifth time in the
shuttle program that astronauts
were in their seats waiting to blast

away from Earth when they were
told the launch was scrubbed. Two
of the previous scrubs involved
Discovery.
"Well, I guess we’ll try again
tomorrow," Rick Hauck, the shuttle commander, said with a shrug
as he and his crew returned to
their quarters.
The disappointment was mirrored in the faces of the astronauts as they climbed out of the
shuttle after lying on their backs
in launch-ready position for more
than two hours. The other crew
members are pilot David Walker
and mission specialists Anna
Fisher, Joe Allen and Dale Gardner.
A weather balloon detected
the stiff shear winds between 20,000 and 40,000 feet above the
launch pad before dawn. Shuttle
managers waited for them to subside while the countdown continued, then decided to scrub.
71/2
At about 40,000 feet
miles a shuttle is subjected to
maximum dynamic forces as it
powers through the atmosphere
toward orbit.

FULLERTON (AP)
Despite
objections from the victim’s widow, a
defense lawyer will be allowed to review the bank records of an Orange
County physics professor found shot
to death in his office.
A Municipal Court judge granted
the request Monday during a preliminary hearing for Mihn Van Lam, 20,
who is charged with murder in the
Oct. 20 shooting of Edward Lee Cooperman at California State University at Fullerton.
Defense attorney Alan May argued that Cooperman could have had
financial troubles and used Lam "to
commit suicide."
Lam claims the gun went off accidentally while Cooperman was
showing him how to aim it.
"We are exploring the possibility
that it wasn’t an accident on the deceased’s part and that he committed
suicide through the use of (Lam),"
May said.
After a 20-minute preliminary
hearing Monday, a North Municipal
judge ruled that May could subpoena
Coopermans’ bank records along
with records, dating to June 1983, of
the Foundation for Scientific Cooperation with Vietnam, of which the professor was signs tor.

A lawyer for the professor’s
widow, Klaaske Cooperman, objected to the request. Cooperman’s
family and friends denied he was depressed the day of his death.
May has claimed the professor
liked to play with guns and liked to
"wrestle in a rough style" with young
men "roughly dressed in leather

jackets
May called five witnesses Monday, including two Cal State Fullerton employees who testifed they
saw Cooperman wrestling or fighting
with Asian men.
May also described photographs
of young men in leather jackets that
were found in Cooperman’s office
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The more you hear the better we sound
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SUBOD bmphasizes importance of REC at meeting
Dougherty walk out in protest
--;
:
:
,

By Mary Green
’’
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Diir:
rectors were trying to prove a pointo
Tuesday by holding a meeting out i,g
side the Student Union under threat..,
ening skies.
I!
Next to the table a sign read:
’.’
"The Student Union Board of
ecD
rectors
rtors
would be meeting in the cold
everyday if it were not for the
dents in 1963 who voted for a Student ,.
Union."
la*
SUBOD Chairman Jeff Coughlad.
said the point the board was trying ter.;
7
’i

st,

rate advertisement in the Spartan
Daily, along with displays of large
multi -colored posters and pro-REC
buttons that read, "23 cents a day."
. Balloons, throwaway flyers and
more ads will be forthcoming, HerMann said.
Not all the members and guests
present at the meeting were corn
rn pletely satisfied with the brochures.
- Henry Orbach. associate exectftive vice president of facilities development and operations, said he
wanted to compliment the folks who
put the brochure together, but he felt
it would not answer many student
questions
"Why should I pay for it? Where
is it going to be’? Why build one when
the city plans to build one’? What does
a23 cents per day buy me’?" Orbach
ked
think it is important that specifics are addressed," he said.
would want to see financial in formation included in a question -an swer flyer," board member Bonnie
Brockett said.
Alan Day, Associated Students
program board director, agreed that
some additional information should
be disseminated.
"The idea of a question-answer
flyer is a good idea," Day said.
Hermann said she asked the architects not to step into grey areas
Where it might look as if the board
VMS asking for ayes or no vote.
The official stand on the adver-

’The plan to hold this 4 meeting was a
k
prearranged scheme .
without conferring *-. "I
"I
with all the board
,
members.’
li
Larry Dougherty,;
SUBOD member...
get across was that 15 years frons,‘..
now the Recreaction and Events Cea.F
ter will mean as much to the campUti.
’ as the S.U. does to students today.
Students passed by the meeting
. stopping to read the sign, gave’
strange looks to the board members.
"It’s an effective attention-gettet
but a little extreme," said SJSU se
. nior Tom Larson, who also said he is I ’
voting in favor of the Rec Center.,’
"The board’s attempt to make a point.
is unnecessary. It is obvious the{
board would not be meeting in thel;
Student Union."
Rec Center opponent Larry .
Dougherty said there wouldn’t be a
SUBOD if the S.U. were not here.
Dougherty left the meeting early in I
protest.
Dougherty, who is also a member
, of SUBOD, said he left because he is
opposed to using the board meeting
as a forum for promoting the facility.
"The plan to hold this meeting’..
was a prearranged scheme without ,
conferring with all the board merri-:,
bers," Dougherty said.
The first order of business was a,.
presentation of Rec Center brochuresif
and posters from Public Relations/7i
Director Judy Hermann.
’
Hermann presented a four -page 1
brochure compiled by the architectu- t.
rat firm of Hall, Goodhue, Haisley.;
and Barker Each sheet of the bro- .1
chure had been published as a sepa-

tisements is "because it does not request a pro-vote it is not pro-REC
campaign material," Coughlan said.
In other business, Roger Thornton, chairman of the SUBOD House
Committee, gave a progress report
on the dispute over the "Banquet"
painting which hangs in the S.U.
At the last SUBOD meeting,
SJSU student Steve Noll requested
the board remove the painting be-

BUG PROBLEMS?
Volkswagen Special!
Good All Sem este rd

Offer good for:
Pre-I972 Buses, all Bugs,
Karman Ghias, Fastbacks,
Squarebacks. etc.

I

Tune Up
Adjust Valves
Check Compression
Set Timing
Adjust Carburetor
Check Oil
lubrication
Adjust Brakes
Brake Fluid
Transmission Fluid -add
Battery Fluid -add

door meeting Tuesday to dramatize the posi- Steve Capov illa
live effects of students’ approval of funds to
construct the Student Union in 1963,

cause it was offensive. Thornton said
the committee met with Noll and discussed the matter after watching a
film strip about the painting’s artist

LOS ANGELES ( AP)
0
;investigating a reporter’s claim that,
rhe was kidnapped and threatenedir
:said yesterday they are giving a lie’Vf’
;detector test to a man questioned
;about the incident and also may ask.
:the newsman to take one.
r
Investigators hope to submit
:their findings and recommendations
:to the district attorney’s office by
:Friday, said police spokesman Lt.,.1
; Dan Cooke.
No one has been arrested so (edit
rin the case.
Cooke said only that Los Angeles 7t
:Herald-Examiner reporter Timothy 4
Carlson and Dennis Higgins, the man
Carlson said abducted him, of ferecif
"different versions of what hap- .
’ pened " Cooke declined yesterday to
, elaborate
According to Carlson, the man offered to sell him the information fort
$150 and Carlson turned him down.
Carlson said that Higgins’ vet- sion contends the reporter offered to
’
pay Higgins for the information.
;
shortly be
incident ’
began The f
fore midnight Monday when Carlson, .1,
35, was interviewing police officert at,..
the scene of a murder.
Carlson said Higgins approached1
him at the murder scene, told him he
could provide information on a drug
. operation and convinced Carlson to.;
take him to his car.
Carlson contends he was then ab- ’
:
ducted by Higgins, who threatened to 4i
shoot him, although the reporter said
:7 the man never showed a gun. The reporter said he was forced to drive ’
,,Higgins around the city for severi
’;hours while Higgins made drug t.
:deals
Carlson said his wedding band
and $160 in cash taken from automa. ted tellers was handed over to his abductor before the man agreed to’,
’ leave Carlson’s car in the San Feel!.
nando Valley, about 10 miles from the
murder scene where they met.
No gun was found on Higgins and A
:police said Higgins wasn’t arrested At
;on kidnapping charge because of inViufficient evidence.
Cooke said Higgins agreed to un-1
.:dergo the polygraph test, which was
::to be administered "sometime i,Wednesday "
"Investigators also are consitk
..7.ering asking Mr. Carlson is he would
:agree to have a polygraph," Cooke *
"said, adding. "It will depend on the t5
1:1
4results of Mr Higgins’ test."
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Daily stall photographer

Irving Norman.
"We came to the conclusion that
we would leave the painting where it
hangs," Thornton said.

10% DISCOUNT
ON

294-1.562
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In its drive to made the proposed Recreation
and Events (’enter at SJSU a reality, the Student Union Board of Directors held an out-

n
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TIMELY TELLER
Automated Teller Machine

will be in operation beginning November 5, 1984
(Across from Student Union Building on So. 9th Street between
San Antonio and San Fernando Streets)
Personal Individual Demonstration November

5 thru November 9

NO.

9 am to 4 pm daily

also . . .

FREE Checking Accounts
available at San Francisco Federal Savings
No Per Check Charge

Automated Teller Accessibility

Open a checking account between November 5 and November 9
and receive $1.00 credit to your account. Bring this ad in
to either San Jose office.
Enter our drawing for a $100.00 deposit to your account at San Francisco Federal.
Register at TIMELY TELLER location on campus.
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Controversial sect leader
extols Maranatha cause
By Paul Ruffner

Daily staff writer

ier

would a man drop
why
everything and leave his
home to go out into the
world and preach the gospel?
Evangelist Bill Bennot, from the
Maranatha Christian Ministries
knows why. He’s done it himself .
"I do it because I love Jesus and
He’s given us a commission to go out
and teach the Good News to all the
nations," Bennot said.
Twenty-six-year-old Bennot,
born and raised in the south suburbs
of Chicago, became a born-again
Christian in his last year of college in
1979.
"A friend of mine on the
wrestling team with me at the
University of Tennesee in Knoxville,
shared with me, and I accepted Jesus
Christ as my Lord and Savior,"
Bennot said.
Before becoming a Christian,
Bennot said he was, like many
students, into partying and drugs.
"I was successful in many ways
and yet lost also," he said.
Bennot was a member of the
Maranatha group on the Knoxville
campus for a year before leaving
school to become a preacher.
Maranatha Christian Ministries
is an international religious
organization active on about 100
college campuses in the United
States and 10 others internationally.
The SJSU chapter was established
last year and has about 30 members.
The national organization was
reviewed by the Spiritual
Counterfeits Committee, a group of
theologians from various religious
organizations, over a year-and-a -half
period starting in November 1982.
From the findings of the study
released in May, the committee
determined that until certain
changes were made by MCM, it could
"not recommend this organization to
anyone."
Maranatha leaders wished to
start a chapter on the University of
Arizona campus at Tuscon in 1980, so
he left college with a small team of
supporters to do so.
"The door opened up for me to go
into ministry, so I never finished my
four-year degree," Bennot said.
He was on a full -wrestling

scholarship when he left college.
I prayed about it /matfett it was

Former campus director Allen
Williams, left the university last
spring to help with the Jesse Helm
senatorial campaign in North
Carolina.
Bennot said Maranatha
members believe that their open-air
method of preaching to students, is
consistent with New Testament
evangelism.
"We’re not confrontive," he
explained. "The gospel is confrontive
because it confronts people with their
sin.
Bennot responded to allegations
of MCM practicing mind control
which were brought up during the
course of the 1982 investigative study.
"We don’t practice mind
control," Bennot said.
He said the organization’s
evangelists are "just teaching the
gospel."
"We’re not looking to commit
anyone to our church or
organization," Bennot said.
He also said Maranatha’s
intentions are not to make people
weak.
"They’re already weak," Bennot
said. "They need to be strong in
Jesus Christ ."
Bennot does outreaches on

Electrolysis Clnic

world and helps form Maranatha
chapters in those places.
He said when Maranatha starts a
new campus chapter, usually a
traveling evangelist lays the
groundwork for the new chapter, and
a local evangelist and pastor remain
to continue what has been started.
"Their (traveling evangelists)
annointing is to start churches, to
have outreaches, and to serve the
local church," Bennot said.
He said Maranatha came to
SJSU last year because the
organization had a vision about
starting a chapter here and on other
major university campuses in
California.
Last summer, Bennot along with
Dan Pearson, the local evangelist at
the university, and other Maranatha
members traveled throughout the
Western United States and Canada
evangelizing on college campuses.
He said Pearson was "saved" on
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an assortment of carefully selected
toppings on a perfect gold
crust...and is delivered to you in
thirty minutes or less.

The Deluxe
5 items for the price of 41
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers, & Sausage
12" Deluxe $ 8.20
16" Deluxe $12.27

Domino’s Pizza Delivers.’"
298-4300
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Located at 109 E. Santa Clara

All Pizzas Include Our Special
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Just 2 blocks horn SJSU
We special order tool
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Sporting Goods &
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campus last year and became a fulltime local evangelist only months
after becoming a born-again
Christian.
"He had the gift to be an
evangelist," Bennot said.
Bennot also visited Nigeria,
Kenya, and South Africa for a month
last summer to gather information
about starting Maranatha churches
in those places and to prepare for his
move to Johannesburg, South Africa.
the first of next year.
"It is our (Christian)
responsibility, since we have the
absolute solution to the dilemma of
sin, to tell the world about it," Bennot
said.
He said his love for God and his
calling to ministery to thereat of the
world is what keeps him continually
moving to new places.
"Wherever God has you, is your
home," Bennot said

university eampusieseli over the

God, and went."
Bennot’s local evangelism at
Tuscon was his first responsibility in
his full-time ministry.
"I’ve been a full-time minister
for about four years," he said.
Bennot has been married for
three years and has a nine-month-old
son. His family usually travels with
him on his outreaches.
"Sometimes they can’t go
because it’s financially impossible,"
he said.
Bennot said each local
Maranatha chapter supports its
leaders.
"Anyone in full-time ministry for
the church is receiving support from
the church by tithe," he said.
Bennot said a tithe is an offering
of 10 percent of one’s salary to the
church.
"I get a salary of $400 a week."
He said because of tithing, his
income remains consistent.
"Obviously I don’t have an
overabundance to live lavishly, but
God is faithful to meet all (ur needs,"
he said.
Bennot came to SJSUthis
semester to act as interin director of
Maranatha until a new dkector is
found.

)35 SO

Steve Capovilla

Above, Bill Bennot discusses with SJSU soph- while at left he takes a more hard-sell apomore Barbara I.iu a finer point of the Bible, proach to his evangelistic
tendencies.
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Climbing to the Pinnacles of sport
By Frank L. Lopez
Daily staff writer

WAY UP A 120-foot, 85 HALF
degree cliff, the edge of one
foot wedged in a small
vertical crack, the other
precariously perched atop a oneinch protrusion of rock, both hands
groping above for some abnormality
on the wall to cling to in hopes of offsetting the seemingly inevitable fall
the perfect place to spend the
winter break.
On the fringe of civilization, just
a few miles outside of Hollister, lies
the Pinnacles National Monument,
and within it the chance to find
oneself in the previously noted
position. Beyond rock climbing, the
park offers hicking and
spelunkering opportunities.
But it is the rocks that serve as
the Pinnacles’ most exciting
attraction, catering to climbers of
varied ability and providing routes
at different levels.
Rather than attempting to
explain the inexhaustable list of
terms and equipment familiar to
rock climbing, a better feel for the
sport may be accomplished by
touching on my transgression from
beginner to novice at single pitch
climbing.
The first trip up the rocks was
easily the most frightening.
Before even leaving San Jose on
the one and a half-hour trip to the
Pinnacles, my rock climbing
seniors, Chuck Taylor and Fred
Yenny, both SJSU students,
emphasized the need for having
trust in the belaying system used to

improvement came in noting that
rock climbing, though seemingly
more immediately life-threat ing, is
as safe as many other sports
provided the proper precautions are
taken. Of course, there is the remote
possibility of plummeting to the
ground that makes rock climbing
the seductive venture it is.
It is this mild confrontation with
mortality that also keeps rock
climbing from becoming boring
after just a few bouts with it. No
matter how long a person climbs
there are always climbs just a little
bit tougher to challenge the
improving climber the flight up
the cliff can always remain a
frightening one. This keeps the
climber from getting too
comfortable with the activity and
hopefully prevents the practioner
from ever taking overly risky
chances.
It keeps the climber alive.
While climbing may seem
difficult, it is an activity which only
takes one outing and some pa teint
friends to become familiar with.
The only real drawback to the
sport is the initial cost of
equipment: over $100 for rope, $80plus for shoes ( a solid though not
necessary investment), and over
$100 for assorted climbing-safety
aids.
After the original investment,
however, the costs can be kept
minimal; $12 for a campsite less
than a mile outside of the Pinnacles.
and lunch supplies.
The Pinnacles offers more

Novice avoids fall from grace
protect the climber. They
demonstrated to me, via line
drawings and verbal illustration,
that the belayer, secured from
above, will keep taut a rope tied to a
harness around the climber’s waist.
Should a slip occur, the fall, in
theory, would be limited to less than
five-feet barely enough distance
for a bloody a nose.
As I started up Swallow Crack,
my first climb at the Pinnacles. I
kept their words in mind. After only

According to rock
climbing etiquette,
the knees are not
supposed to be used
to aid the climb
it’s just not kosher.
10-feet of climbing, however, I
wondered, "What happens if the
rope breaks"
Doing my best Spider Man
immitation, I scurried up the rock,
crying "Tension!" (a plea for the
belayer to lessen the slack on the
rope) every nine-feet, and doing my
best to never look down. According
to rock climbing etiquette, the knees
are not supposed to be used to aid
the climb it’s just not kosher.
Before I was even half-way up, I
noticed a couple of badly scratched

knees. I didn’t care, as long as! got
to the top.
All the way up I was convinced
that this way my first and last
climb.
"This, people do for fun," I
marveled.
With a new-found conviction in
God, I completed my first climb.
Strangely enough, I no longer
felt like retiring from the rock’
climbing ranks, but actually looked
forward to my next climb.
After a few more climbs and a
sharp increase in confidence that
moved me from the hysteric to the
petrified status, I was able to enjoy
the beauty of the sport more.
Watching Yenny perform a crux
move the most difficult move of a
climb in a fluid motion that could
rival the beauty of a ballerina in
mid-flight; or Taylor executing a
power move propelling the body
upward with pure arm strength,
often with the body in an unorthodox
position that could challenge the
strength of a straining weightlifter,
I could see the artistry and
athleticism of climbing that I never
noticed before.
Even in my own meek efforts, a
progression of style and grace was
evident. I no longer splice my knees
up, and, more importantly, I no
longer take stupid chances just to
scale to the cliff-top quicker. Still
very much the novice, at least some
improvement was noted.
Perhaps the area of greatest

Hugo’s affords fine food to those Inclined
By Wendy Stitt
Daily staff writer
If you happen to be spending your
Thanksgiving vacation skiing or just
enjoying the snow at Northshore
Lake Tahoe, stop by Hugo’s Restuarant for some good food and enjoya-

ble atmosphere.
After a long, cold a day of throwing snow balls and some downhill
racing on the slopes of Incline Village
in Lake Tahoe, Hugo’s Restaurant offers a friendly haven of warmth, good
food and relaxing atmosphere
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"Home of World Famous Bar -B -Q"
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Ski Kirkwood
for $17 a day.
with the Student Kirkwood Kard.

For only $5. you can purchase a Student Kirkwood
Kard that lets you ski Kirkwood any day, all season
long for only $17 a day’
Every time you ski, you save $5 off the regular price
of an all day, adult lift ticket
You can also start your ski season with double
savings As an extra incentive, we ((let you ski the
first day for only $10 if you purchase your Kirkwood
Kard before December 3rd
Simply complete the form below, and mail it along
with a photocopy of your current student ID and a
check for $510 Kirkwood, or call (209) 258-6000 for
additional information Current student ID required
DATE

Hugo’s is within walking distance
from Hyatt Incline Hotel and is a
treat for anyone who enjoys a relaxing night out, being waited on by people who do not snap on chewing gum
while taking your order.
Although Hugo’s is a bit out of the
way, it is an excellent restuarant to
go to if one is vacationing at the north
end of the Lake. The restaurant sits
about 100-yards from the water and
though each table is offered a view of
the lake, a window seat offers a more
spectacular sight.
With snow covering the walkway
outside while you have your meal,
wintertime provides the best scenery
to go to Hugo’s.
Because of the restaurant’s inconspicuous setting it is easy to miss.
Hugo’s is nestled in by large pine
trees and gives the welcoming appearance of a cabin.
Quality of service cannot be understated at Hugo’s. Waiters/waitresses
are inconspicuous when you want privacy and conspicuous when you are
ready to order or have your plate
cleared.
The menu offers steak, seafood
and prime rib. Dinners include soup
or salad.
One of the best features of Hugo’s
is its unusual salad bar. Food at the
salad bar includes calamari, crab
and shrimp, as well as fresh vegetables. Personal creations can leave
you feeling full and satisfied, since
servings are unlimited. Unlike many
restaurants that have salad bars, the

food is replenished constantly with
fresh fish and vegetables.
After finishing your salad, the
waiter/waitress, brings small cones
filled with sherbet ice cream so you
can clear your palate before dinner is
served.
Dinner portions are large and the
seafood is brought in daily. The
prime rib is excellent, cooked exactly
to one’s specifications.
For dessert, the restaurant has
an ice cream bar for "do-it-yourself"
ice cream concoctions. A wide variety of mixings is available at the bar.
It is perfect for children and adults
alike. Like the salad bar, you can fill
your bowls with as much ice cream
(chocolate or vanilla >, sauces, nuts,
chocolate chips and cherries as you
wish. It is just like an ice cream parlour with one difference, you get to
make your own favorite ice cream
dish.
Because Hugo’s is located near
the slopes, the attire is not as formal
as one might think, however reservations are strongly recommended.
If you have reservations, there is
usually no wait, however you might
want to get to the restaurant early
and have drinks in the lounge before
being seated.
Prices range from $10.95 to $18.95
for dinner entrees.
For reservations, call Hyatt Incline Lake Tahoe at (702) 831-1111
and request to be transferred to the
restuarant.

lea*,

gentle activities for those not up to
facing the rocks. There is a about a
half-mile of caves for spelunkering
(cave exploration), a few trails for
those who want to get next, not onto,
the cliff, and a quiet, though
somewhat green, resevoir, for those
who would prefer to make lunch the

Early holiday shopping
made easy in Bay Area
Bay Area malls have a variety of
special activities planned for early
Christmas shoppers venturing out on
the Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
The following is a list of some of the
shopping centers participating in the
holiday cheer and the activities they
have planned:
Eastridge. I Eastridge Center,
San Jose
A parade will be held Nov. 23 at 9
a.m, and bands, drill teams, clowns,
dance troops and floats will introduce
the arrival of Santa Claus and the
start of the winter shopping season.
Shoppers will be able to watch
from the mall’s upper floor as the parade passes by.
The parade’s theme this year is
"Holiday Traditions Around the
World" and for the first time, there
will be judging and cash and trophy
prizes, including a $250 grand pri7e.
for parade participants. Awards w: II
be announced in the mall’s Gran
Court at 11 a.m.
Santa and his helpers at the
workshop in the center of the mall
will try to encourage children to
bring their broken toys to Claus.
United Way will redistribute the
toys after they’re repaired to childrens’ groups before Christmas.
Oakridge Mall, Blossom HIII Rd.
and Pearl Ave., San Jose
The mall’s main feature for Nov. 15
through Christmas will be a Santa
Claus interpreter for deaf children.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
A beautiful wall portrait of your family. Perfect for
den or living room. Let our photographer create a
life long treasure ... Your family portrait at lake
Vasona. Our Christmas Special includes the sitting
fee and a 16x20" wall portrait for $175.00 reg. $240.00.

PHONE

Gift Certificates Available

NAME
ADDRESS
AMOUNT ENCLOSED
Please mail to Kirkwood Kard. Kirkwood Ski
Resort P0 Box 1 Kirkwood, CA 95648 Only
one person per form Copy if necessary

or! 11x14" and 2 8x10" Over 25% Off
Call Today 3s4-2513 354-5313
Offer Expires Dec. 1, 1984

New 6,000-ft. Triple Chair!

/Qr/016-ed--

day’s most testing event.
From San Jose take 101 South to
the junction of Highway 25 to
Hollister. Follow the signs, taking
Highway 25 South out of Hollister.
After about 25 mileslook for a sign
directing travel on to Highway (46(0
the Pinnacles.

Moved to our new location on Santa Cruz near Blossom Hill Rd.

Children from 250 to 300 Bay Area
schools for the hearing impaired will
be treated to lunch at Bullock’s. Then
they will walk to Macy’s department
store for a juggling and magic show
and an appearance by Ronald McDonald

Calendar
The, Santa interpreter will be
availa !ilk for deaf and hearing children :a talk to and get a photograph
vi it h in Tbesdays and Sundays.
Old ToWn, SO University Ave., Los
GatosOld’.rown’s winter shopping season
will start with an open house Nov. 23.
The cen r’s shops and its six restaurants well have wine, cheese and
other refreshments for its visitors. A
colorful isplay of lights will be obvious thriughout the mall, Mendel
said. Charles Dickens Christmas carolers will sing from 7 to 9 p.m. that
night.
The Pruneyard, 1875 S. Bascom
Ave., Campbell
Santa Claus will be available for children and adults to see starting Nov.23
from Ham, to 8:30 p.m. in the Grand
Plaza near El Burro Restaurant.
Santa will be handing out candy
canes and paper reindeer antlers.
Vallco Fashion Park, 10123 N.
Wolfe Rd., Cupertino
Vallco will kickoff the holiday season
with the arrival of Santa Claus in a
parade Nov. 23 at It a.m. Other participants in the parade will include
members of the Cupertino High
School Pep Band, junior theaters,
and the City’s Center of Ballet from
San Jose. At a tree-lighting ceremony
the next day, in the center of the
mall, the Los Gatos Christian Church
Choir will sing and Cupertino Mayor
Phil Johnson will deliver a holiday
message, she said.
Valley Fair, 2801 Stevens Creek
Blvd. San Jose
Valley Fair has an early date
planned for Santa Claus’ first appearance at the shopping center. On
Nov. 17, Mr. and Mrs. Claus will arrive with an elf, riding in a Model T
Ford automobile, led by the Wilcox
High School Band and the Lancers’
Marching Band. Santa and his wife
will meet with children in the mall’s
old Bank of America Building, where
free coloring books and face painting
will be available.
Also, various local artisans will
display their works at the Christmas
Craft Lane in the former bank.
Westgate Mall, 1600 Saratoga
Ave., San Jose
Santa Claus will arrive Nov. 23 at ti
a.m. With the cartoon character,
Rainbow Brite.
The mall will also have community and church choirs singing
throughout the Christmas season
Free-standing kiosks will display the
wares of local artisans.
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ACTIVITIE
Seaside serenity

Capitola, best friend
yield winter retreat
Lets school and worries slip away
By Patricia Hannon
posters, earrings, greeting cards,
baskets, hats, coloring books and
Daily staff writer
Finding a place to escape the anything else you may wish to conrtrt
hussle and lips& of agArrythe glatfeltlialdraffir Clbratantut atutta_Nt
during the wrnier monihs is not dlOne ot the most interesting
ways easy. But there is still a place to places to visit is Antonelli’s Begoigo where the mundane troubles of nia’s on Capitola Rd. It is the home of
school and work can be forgotten, at the begonias that are used for the
least for the day.
yearly Begonia Festival in Capitola,
All you have to do is bundle up in which takes place the weekend after
the warmest, most comfortable Labor Day. In its 50 years in busiclothes, grab your favorite friend and ness, Antonelli’s has become well
head for Capitola.
known throughout the world for the
This is the key to your day with- begonias and camelias it produces.
out worries.
Beginning in early December, it will
Starting off with a stroll on the display more than 700 poinsietta’s in
beach is usually the best way to clear the form of a I2-foot Christmas tree.
the head of trivial worries. Take a Antonelli’s is open from 8 a.m. to 5
thermos of coffee or hot chocolate p.m. daily.
and philosophize about how to make
If all the browsing and shopping
life better with the friend you has brought out the animal in your
brought.
appetite, there is always the Shadow Before too long you’ll probably
Brook, probably Capitola’s most popget cold and hungry enough to go in
ular restaurant. The Shadow -Brook’s
search of food. If this is the case, a
menu features a variety of seafood
walk along Esplanade Ave. will give
dishes as well as steak, prime rib,
you endless choices.
steak, prime rib and chicken terFrom the beach, the first restauriyaki.
rant is the Bandstand. The restauAt the end of the day you may
rant serves delicious homemade
need something to wake you up beclam chowder, which combines perfore the drive home. If so, relax at
fectly with frenchbread and a halfMr. Toots with a hot cup of cafe
liter of white wine. The servicc is
mocha or apple cider.
pleasant and several window seats
If weather permits, sit on the
insure an ocean view.
If you’re in the mood for pizza
porch. The view of the sunset framed
cottages will capture the
you can get that at Pizza My Heart,
quaint
by
relaxing and uplifting mood you may
which sells favorite combinations a
slice at a time. If Mexican food is
be looking for. Everything about this
what you want stop by Margaritacoffehouse is warm and artsy from
ville, one of the newest restaurants in
the back of the menus to the wall
Capitola.
paper in the restroom. Both contain
After having lunch, you may
quotes and poems from writers like
want to meander through the numerEmily Dickenson, Ralph Waldo
ous shops in the Capitola Mercantile
Emerson and Edgar Allen Poe.
or along Capitola Ave. Much of the
Mr. Toots features solo pianists
clothing is beachwear, but a few of
or guitarists playing classical music
the shops carry bulky, handmade
every evening. It’s the perfect place
sweaters during the winter.
to end a relaxing, get-away-from -it The Panache offers tee-shirts,
all day.
resweatshirts, vases, hats and other
To get to Capitola take 1-280 North to
minders of the special day. That’s a
Highway 17 Santa Cruz. Take High
Hell of a Note has row after row of
way 1 exit until you get to the Capi.
greeting cards and unusual wrapping
tola 41st Street exit.
paper. Aries Arts features clothing,

We’re serious
about your
skiing fun

"Romance in Dining,"
inscribed on the cable car
of the Railway (above),
describes the feeling most
people get from the
Shadow -Brook, one of
Capitola’s more
picturesque restaurants.
The city is famed for its
vacation cottages (right)
that overlook the beach. A
bartender (below) from
Margaritaville, a newer
restaurant in Capitola,
mixes up an invitation to
relaxation.

Steve Alden

Special to the Daily

Groups, Clubs and
till
Organizations 47-re4fr
fTE
A
r- Custom Screen Printing
by

Mr. D’s Tee-s
"Your One Stop T -Shirt Shop"
Sportswear - Jackets Caps

CUPERTINO 10495 N De AnZa Bye (408)255-6162
REDWOOD CITY 2341 El Camino c415) 361-1213
CONCORD -WILLOWS SHOPPING CENTER 1975 Diamond Blvd (415) 674-0323

Etc

$ame Low Price$
New Location: 2292A Wart eld Wy , San Jose 95122

Before You Buy, Give Us A Try!

(408) 289-8883

X-C COMPLETE
WE’VE SPENT
31 YEARS
HELPING YOU MAKE
THIS DECISION
loti’ve ft quid liii Nomeonc s)ct.t,ii, And Ws tunic to
,c 1c). t the ideal engagement ring, a gitt that will he a symbol
your love forever.
Choosing the gem and mounting takes time and care.
At Morton Jewelers, %Vi know how Important this dectsion
and offer vim our II \ c.as of experience to help you select the
consummate ring. Our ewert itemologist. will help you clio,,
the ideal gem and mounting tor your engagement set, giving
you the freedom to create your own expression ot love.

Morton Jewelers
colit.dGentologist., Ametwant.’tvrit S,k

AllY Mounnun

Sweatshirts

62.3 Town &Country Villagc.
Oren Mondin through Salaam 10-

.iii
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THE NORTH FACE offers one -stop outfitting for
all your cross country needs. Ski equipment
and clothng that fits the hard and the soft.
THE NORTH FACE has the most complete
selection of rental equipment. Let THE NORTH
FACE help you learn to love ski touring, now!

Campbell
349 E. Campbell Ave.
(408) 374-5205
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SJSU’s Bowman claws out of obscurity
Spartan coach: ’He needed a better self-image’
By Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
Kevin Bowman had a tough time
getting anybody to notice him.
He came to SJSU in 1983 to catch
passes but languished in obscurity
until the third game this year, when
he was finally given the chance to
prove his worth.

Football
"He was an unknown," Spartan
offensive coordinator Terry Shea
said. "His value was questionable.
We didn’t know what kind of player
he would be down the stretch, when
things got tough."
Things were tough for the Spartans early in the season, and Bowman was seeing little action, catching only three passes for 35 yards, as
SJSU lost two of three games.
"I was a little discouraged,"
Bowman said. "The number of
passes thrown my way was minimal."
An all-state selection at Sacramento City College, Bowman was

lured to SJSU by former SJSU head
coach Jack Elway, whose passoriented offense has appealed to
many receivers over the years. But
Bowman apparently didn’t appeal to
Elway much, as he saw virtually no
action in 1983, not even on the special
teams, usually a bastion for reserves.
Bowman returned last spring
with hopes of challenging Tony Smith
for a wide receiver spot, catching six
passes in the spring scrimmage for
126 yards and a TD.
"I was confident after the spring
game," Bowman said. "We both had
slot of catches."
But Smith started the season,
and Bowman was again forced to
view the action from the sidelines.
The action on the field wasn’t so
hospitable for the rest of the team.
But after the Spartans were trounced
by Arizona State, 48-0, in a game that
starting tight end John Murphy was
injured, Shea wasted no time getting
Bowman more involved in the offense.
"After our thrashing to ASU,
coach Shea approached me on the
plane home and let me know I would

play," Bowman said.
Without a healthy tight end, the
Spartans instituted a three-wide receiver offense, using Bowman as the
slot receiver.
Bowman also helped alleviate
the Spartans’ inability to get the ball
to a wide receiver over the middle.
Shea had a feeling the 6-2, 193-pound
Bowman would be a remedy. And to
give the senior more incentive, the
coaches named him a team captain
for the upcoming Stanford game.
"He needed an injection a better self-image," Shea said. "It was
the first time the staff expressed confidence in him."
Bowman didn’t let anybody
down, grabbing nine passes for 122
yards as the Spartans lost a heartbreaker to Stanford, 28-27.
"I was psyched up so much,"
Bowman said. "I wanted to show
coach Elway that maybe they should
have taken a better look at me."
The once impotent Spartan offense suddenly began chewing up
yardage and scoring points in bunches. Opposing defenses began see-

ing a lot of Bowman as quarterback
Bob Frasco threw to him more and
more.
"We needed to do something, to
try a new approach," Shea said. "We
moved Kevin inside because we were
lacking in that area, and it gave him
a role that fits him."
The new approach proved to
Bowman’s liking, as he caught an
SJSU regular-season record 12
passes, including his first TD catch, a
24-yarder from Fresco, in the Spartans’ 38-21 win over Utah State. Bowman was awarded PCAA Player of
the Week honors for his performance
in the game.
Bowman has gone on to cateh a
team-leading 43 passes this year for
527 yards and three TDs, numbers
which may draw the attention of pro
scouts across the country.
"It’s (a pro career) been my
dream since I’ve opened my eyes and
been in tune with football," Bowman
said.
Not bad, especially for a guy who
started the season unknown.
:

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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Joseph De Vera

Our present aquatic facilities are outdated, inadequate,
and not available for recreational use, except on a limited
basis. Student recreational
use will get first priority at
the new Aquatics Center. This
will be a modern and fully
equipped open-air facility with
an olympic-sized heated pool

Daily staff photographer
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SJSVJ’s Kevin Bowman has proved to himself and others that
he is the Spartans’ No. I receiver. He has caught 43 passes.

Seattle’s defense hurling zeros
SEATTLE (AP) Chuck Knox
of the Seattle Seahawks may be one
of the top coaches in the National
Football League but he has a poor
memory.
A day after his Seahawks blasted
the Kansas City Chiefs 45-0 for their
second straight shutout. Knox was
asked if he’d ever had consecutive

tjiving,,WW

polo, ana ogler water games.
Lawns and terraces will surround the pool for sun bathing.

shutouts as a coach before.
"I would guess no," he said.
His guess was correct. His Los
Angeles Rams, from 1973-1977, and
his Buffalo Bills, from 1978-1982, had
much defensive success but never
were able to put together consecutive
shutouts.

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR

GMAT LSAT

GRE

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Avenue 94301
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SAVE on Our Jackets, Parkas & Vests

SAVE on Our Sweaters & Gear
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Gore-Tex Thinsulate
Mt Hood Parka
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Placer Jacket
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Foxboro Parka
Women s Goosedown
Chaparral Jacket

65% OFF
35% OFF
50% OFF
30% OFF
36% OFF
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IN THE RECENTER
As you can see by the many
activities, the Center will offer
a wide spectrum of recreation
and entertainment for the
tastes and interests of all
students. You who contribute
to the Center now, upon leaving school will be able to use
it free for the amount of time
you contributed to it before it
was completed. How much will
it cost you personally to make
it happen? Less than the cost
of one soda or coffee or beer
a day.
This focus of activity right
at the heart of our campus
will iiifuse a new vitality and
meaning to our University It
will create a new and special
placeone that does not now
FUNDED BY SUBOD

exist for us to develop new
skills, meet new friends, invite
old friends, come together in a
way that will strengthen and
reinforce our sense of community on campus.
There is more to education
than just Classes. There is a
need to develop the complete
person.The Recreation and
Event Center will help fulfill
this need. It will add a whole
new dimension to our campus
life, enriching our physical
well-being and giving recreation to our minds and spirit. It
will be a great source of pride
and achievement to us all, as
students now and as alumni
kr many years to come.
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Are relievers worthy of the Cy?
The Associated Press
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Daily file photo

Sophomore forward Scott Chase (left) has

Scored 1201 SJSU’s 34 goals this season

Speaking of elections, the deep
thinkers who occupy baseball’s press
boxes during the summer occasionally march to their own drummers in
their autumn referendums.
The tunes are not always recognizable.
There is, for example, this business of the American League Cy
Young Award, presented last week to
reliever Willie Hernandez of the Detroit Tigers. Dan Quisenberry of Kansas City, another bullpen resident,
was second.
There is no argument with that
order of finish in this department.
How can there be? Hernandez was
nearly perfect, winning nine games
and saving 32 others, missing only
one save opportunity all season and
that after the division title was
clinched. Quisenberry had 44 saves,
one short of his own major league record, an altogether worthy Cy Young
winner in most years but victimized
by Hernandez’s exceptional season.
What creates some question,
though, is which pitchers some of the
selectors were watching. Nine of the
voters did not judge Quisenberry’s
production worthy of so much as a
third place vote in the 1-2-3 Cy Young
election. And, two of them left Hernandez off the ballot.
One voter ignored both relievers,
apparently taking the position that
since Cy Young was a starting
pitcher, his award should not be sullied by being presented to a hurler
employed for other purposes.
That judgment can not be de-

The question here is whether relievers ought to be eligible for the Cy
Young or whether they should have
their own private Baseball Writers
Association award.
Baseball has changed and teams
simply don’t win these days without a
big man in the bullpen. That’s why
Bruce Sutter is probably the No. I
prize in this week’s re-entry draft and
why Goose Gossage was the most important catch of last year’s auction.
Every
closer"
other club
nings. The

team hungers for
a guy who can finish
off in those last two
need is so great that

An 0-4 beginning hurt SJSU

By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer

ate,
ted
its

SJSU’s soccer team has an
overall record of 6-13-1, which looks
pretty dismal to many observers.
With one non-conference game remaining on the schedule, the Spartans will finish with their first losing season in 22 years.
But a look at the scores of
games reveals II one-goal losses. If

Soccer
the Spartans had won half of those
games, their record might have
better.
There were factors that may
have led to this slow start.
"I think that early in the season our sch,d4ling \vas too lough
rot, da’phlye, artati cdatti
Menendez said. "By no means did
we have a weak schedule, but we
didn’t have much of a choice."
The Spartans were on the road
in eight of their first 10 games, winning only two contest during that
stretch.
The possibility of the NASL’s
Golden Bay Earthquakes playing
in post -season play at Spartan Stadium forced Menendez to schedule

most of the early games on the
road.
"We were forced to try and
take part in any type of play that
came our way, even if they were in
exMenendez
tournaments,"
plained.
In the Spartans’ first five
matches of the season, four were in
tournament play.
The Spartans lost those first
five contests all by one goal.
Their first win finally came against
Brigham Young University, 2-1.
"It didn’t help us to be 0-4 at the
beginning of the season," Menendez said, "but we did play some
good soccer and proved that we
could play some tough teams and
not get blown out of the water."
Mangnskez, who hap been the

Even though SJSU suffered a
losing season, it did manage to win
the PCAA Northern Division title
with a 2-1 record. Then Sunday, the
Spartans lost to Nevada -Las
Vegas, 2-0, in the conference championship game.
It was the sixth time this season the Spartans had been shutout.
Overall, SJSU was out-scored, 4134, this season.
"The lack of offense was a matter of no scoring punch at times,"
Menendez said. "We needed a
more consistent player in the midfield. We were lacking a playmaker
a so-called general in the midfield."
But one bright spot for the
squad was the play of forward Scott

coach Wilarsoccerawaith since Me,

Chase, who scored 12 of those 24

suffered his first losing season
since 1962.
When asked if that put a
damper on his past winning seasons, he replied, "No, because
eventually we’re going to have a
season like this year. We’ve been
very fortunate to have won so
many games in the past, but the
law of averages catches up with
you eventually."

With nine starters and 16 lettermen returning next year, Menendez looks for a more productive
season.
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Along with the play of Chase,
the other positive aspect of the season was a three-game winning
including two shutouts
streak
during that stretch.
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New York Yankees felt obliged to
transfer Dave Righetti, a key man in
their starting rotation, to the bullpen
role last season when Gossage left
town. Does that reduce Righetti’s importance to the team? Don’t try and
tell that to Yogi Berra.
In 1955, Commissioner Ford
Frick was concerned that pitchers
were being overlooked in the MVP
balloting and suggested to the
BBWAA that it establish a new trophy for hurlers. That despite the fact
that pitchers had won about one in
nine MVP awards a reasonable
ratio in that age when baseball was
exclusively a nine-man game.
That was the birth of the Cy
Young Award and its first winner in
1956 was Don Newcombe of the
Brooklyn Dodgers. Newk had won 27
games that season and there was no
argument with the selection, honoring one of the best pitchers of his
time. The new award guaranteed
that his accomplishment would not
be ignored. The irony, though, came
later, when they announced the National League’s MVP.
The winner was Don Newcombe.

fended by the description of the
award which is presented annually to
"the most outstanding pitcher "It
doesn’t say "most outstanding starting pitcher."
At least, though, the voter who
took his anti -reliever stand was consistent, passing on both Hernandez
and Quisenberry. But how can the
others who ignored one but voted for
the other justify their positions?
Their reasoning has to be described
as cloudy at best.

---w

rAnnouncing

PRESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP

AWARDS
$1000 TEAM AWARDS
$500 INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

What Force Could Knock
01’ George Off His Pedestal?
Tau Delta Phi will tell you at today’s
INTERNATIONAL DEBT CRISIS FORUM

/

Come listen as representatives from Bank of America, the Korean and Mexican governments, the Federal Reserve and Stanford’s Hoover Institution analyze the situation.

Tax free cash awards will be given for
outstanding University/Community Partnership
Projects to students enrolled in:

COMMUNITY CONCEPTS
* Recreation and Leisure Studies #157
* Anthropology #157
* Humanities #157

OPEN TO ALL

ion

TODAY from 12pm-2pm
In the Student Union’s
UMUNHUM ROOM

it

Course description . . .3 units, meets Wednesday, 3:30-6:15 p.m.
Based in the local community, this course facilitates understanding and
the development of self as related to career goals. Study psychological
and sociological factors between persons and agencies providing human
services. Learn through self-assessment techniques and interdisciplinary group activities.

REGISTER NOW
TAU DELTA PHI
1984-85 FORUM SERIES
ap

Partially funded by

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

for this exciting experience in any of the three
departments or call:
Recreation and Leisure Studies
277-2701

Community Education
947-6629
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Americans
sentenced
for dropping
trousers
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PG&E raises cost of plant

(c7

Failure to print press release angers residents
SAN LUIS OBISPO (AP) Pacific Gas & Electric Co, raised the
cost estimate of the twin-reactor Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant to
$5.3 billion at least a month ago, but
never issued a news release announcing the $200 million increase, officials
said yesterday.
Meanwhile, the Unit 1 reactor at
Diablo Canyon reached 3 percent of
power -producing capacity yesterday
the
and should reach 15 percent
point at which it actually can begin
producing electricity in "a matter
of days," PG&E spokesman Ron
Weinberg said.
Spokesman George Sarkisian
said the California Public Utilities
Commission and the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission were no
tilled of the cost increase from $5.1
billion a month ago or more, and public records of the cost hike were
available to anyone.
"There was an announcement in

ATHENS, Greece (AP) Three
Americans who were charged with
public indecency for allegedly dropping their pants on the ancient Acropolis Hill were sentenced on Wednesday to 75 days in prison each
But a three-judge panel permitted the three college students -two of whom were from Northern
California to buy off the sentence,
in accordance with the Greek practice in minor offenses, for $480 each.
The sentencing was delayed by 90
minutes after a bomb scare at the
courthouse in downtown Athens
William Mullen, 22, from Hartford, Conn., Allen Kent Herman, 21,
from Burlingame, and Joseph Willard Freitas, 21, from Santa Clara,
were arrested Saturday on the Acropolis.
They were pulling off their jeans
and turning their buttocks to the
camera to take a joke photograph
outside the 2,500 year-old Parthenon
temple, the court was told
"It was a disgusting action in
such a sacred place as the Acropolis
. . . I rushed to get their camera and
call the police," antiquity service
guard Christos Laopodis, 25, told the
court.
Herman admitted to the court
they intended to pull off their pants
"as a joke picture for friends back in
the States" but were stopped by the
site guards before they managed to
do so.

Small yens
save cost
in Japan
TOKYO (AP) Smaller is better
- at least in the case of the Japanese
yen.
New bills, up to 17 percent
smaller than their predecessors, are
expected to save printing costs for
the government, foil counterfeiters
and help wallet sales.
In addition, the lower left-hand
corners of the new bills have raised
portions for easy identification by the
blind.
Officials of the Bank of Japan,
the country’s central bank, and the
Finance Ministry spent five years
studying what size the new bills
should be and whose pictures they
should bear
The Bank of Japan spent $247
million to print 3.6 billion new notes
with a face value totaling $91 billion.
according to Hitoshi Katayama,
spokesman for the bank.
The new size was intended to help
economize on printing costs and
make the notes easier to handle, Katayama said.
"The reduction in size kind of
makes me think the value declined
too. And now that the prince is replaced by a commoner . ," one
banker commented. "But I’ll get
used to it."
He referred to Prince Shotoku,
the proclaimer of the nation’s first
constitution, whose face had appeared on the 10,000-yen ($411 bill
since 1946 and had become a symbol
of money in Japan.
The prince was replaced by Yukichi Fukuzawa, an educator who
founded the prestigious Keio University and advocated Japan’s Westernization.
Soseki Natsume, one of Japan’s
favorite novelists, appears on the
new 1,000-yen 44) bill and lnazo Nitobe, the first president of Tokyo
Women’s Christian University, appears on the new 5,000-yen ($21) note
Both were educated abroad, and
are seen as figures who promoted the
internationalization of Japan.
The reduced size of bills should
stimulate about a 20 percent increase
In the production and sales of wallets,
estimated Hiroshi Ishii, an official of
the National Purses Wholesalers
Federation .
Meanwhile, people still will have
to deal with the larger old bills for
about another year as the new ones
gradually replace the old, the Bank of
Japan estimated after the new bills’
debut on Nov. 1.
There has been confusion already.
One banker recounted: "My colleague paid a taxi driver yesterday
with the new 1,000-yen bill, but the
driver complained, mistaking it for a
500-yen note." Both are printed with
blue ink
The new series does not include a
500-yen denomination since the government now is minting 500-yen

dark,.and it’s
not modern- ooklng I wish it were
more fashionable," she said.

"We let all the appropriate agencies know what the costs are," Sarkisian replied. "We’re not going to put
out a press release on it, that’s for
sure."
Sarkisian and Weinberg attributed the $200 million cost increase to
interest and other expenses incurred
by delays caused by lawsuits challenging plant operation.

4-H leader sentenced for sex offense
kLOS ANGELES AP) A 4-H
Club leader convicted of sexually
molesting four girls was sentenced
to eight years in prison, but a prosecutor called him "a danger to society" and said the term was too
light.
James Cagle, a Canyon Country television repairman, could
have received a sentence of 19
years from Superior Court Judge
Edward I. Gorman for a series of
molestations of girls ranging in age
from 10 to 15 years.
One 10-year-old girl was repeatedly molested over a four -

month period, the prosecutor said
Tuesday.
Deputy District Attorney Lucienne Allard Coleman argued that
Cagle should receive a stiffer sentence. He told the judge that he was
"a danger to society and should be
locked away for a much longer period of time."
Judge
Gorman
sentenced
Cagle on Monday to the maximum
sentence on one molestation count,
but imposed shorter sentences for
five other molestation counts and
one sexual battery count that could
be served concurrently

Coleman said four other counts
against Cagle were dismissed, including one charging him with molesting his 8-year-old stepdaughter.
The charge was dropped after the
girl refused to answer questions
during a Municipal Court preliminary hearing.
Court records showed that Cagle’s wife told a deputy probation
officer that he had molested both
her eight -year-old and 13-year-old
daughters.
Cagle was a leader of a 4-H
group called the Foxtails, that recruited girls for horse-grooming
lessons and other activities.

Fair trial ensured in spy case
LOS ANGELES (AP) A judge
Tuesday warned attorneys involved
in the case of Richard W. Miller, a
former FBI agent accused of spying
for the Soviets, not to try the case in
the press.
The caution by U.S. District
Judge David Kenyon came the same
day newspaper stories appeared
quoting attorneys saying that the former FBI agent. may seek a security
clearance so he can review classified
documents pertinent to his case.
"We will try this case fairly in
the courtroom and no where else."

said Kenyon, who stopped short of issuing a blanket gag order. "I am
making no order to that effect and I
hope I don’t have to
Kenyon rescheduled the trial
date from Dec. 4 to Feb. 12 and set a
pretrial motion hearing for Jan. 9.
Miller. 47, and his co-defendants
Soviet immigrant Svetlana Ogorodnikov, 34, and her estranged husband, Nikolay Ogorodnikov, 51
were named last month in a 13-count
indictment accusing them of espionage and unlawful delivery and receipt of classified documents. All

three pleaded innocent.
The indictment said Miller demanded $65,000 in cash and gold from
the couple in exchange for secret documents, but had only received an expensive trenchcoat at the time of his
arrest.
A prosecution -proposed "protective order" submitted to the trial
judge would limit access to classified
documents to prosecutors, court personnel and defense lawyers who have
received security clearances.

Silver replied: "The delays were
actually caused by their poor management. There were problems at
that plant. We just brought those
problems to light."
located on the
Diablo Canyon
Central California coast 160 miles
northwest of Los Angeles had been
running under a low -power testing license that allows the reactor to operate at up to 5 percent of full power.
But last week, a federal appeals
court in Washington lifted a stay barring a full -power license, and the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
gave the go-ahead for exceeding the 5
percent power level.
Weinberg said the appeals court
still will hear the lawsuit brought by
Mothers for Peace. Environmentalists have criticized the plant because
of construction and design errors and
the fact it is located 3 miles or less
from the Hosgri earthquake fault.
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New Tires?
Yes...
and over
5000 Good
Used Tires
We have the largest inventory of good used tires in Santa
Clara County. Tires with many miles left on them taken from
police cars, county vehicles, and many car fleets. Prices start at
15.00.

Prefer New?

We have unbeatable prices on factory -perfect MICHELIN,
GOOD YEAR, DUNLOP, ARMSTRONG and other major brands.
See a good supply of foreign car tires and wheels for all cars and
trucks.
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the year 2010, the rest
of the copying world will
be offering the services you
can get today at Kinko’s
because of. Futurecopy.
In

PIEDMONT’S 50%0FF COLLEGE FARE.

Beautiful color "2010"
movie poster FREE.
Just for visiting Kinko’s.
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San Francisco made in front of the
PUC," Sarkisian said. ". . We don’t
put a press release out on it."
Sandy Silver of Mothers for
Peace, the San Luis Obispo environmental group fighting Diablo Canyon’s licensing in federal courts, said
she never heard about the increased
cost estimate for the Unit I and 2 reactors.
"It’s not surprising that we don’t
hear things from PG&E because the
story of this whole proceeding has
been one of coverup," she said.
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Face it, your learning years are not your prime earning
years. But don’t let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half fare.To LA and NewYork. And to all
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
What’s the catch?Well, you must be under26 and have
a valid student ID Read the fine print below for restrictions.
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National
President Reagan captured 49 states in Tuesday’s
presidential elections, but Republicans failed to make
any substantial gains in Congress.
Mondale conceded defeat from the St. Paul, Minn.
Civic Center 21 minutes after the polls closed in California.
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SUBOD member Larry Dougherty said campaigning
of the Recreation and Events Center was unfair becausepro-REC groups distributed brochures and buttons and
anti-REC flyers and buttons would not be distributed until
the end of the week, provided the Associated Students
Election Board gives its appova I.
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Adam Truitt, the editor of the Humboldt State Univer-

SJSU’s Gay and Lesbian Alliance
sponsors a movie, "The Word is
Out," at 4:30 p.m. today In the Student Union Almaden Room. Call 2772047 for more information.
.
The Department of Math and
Computer Sciences hosts a speech by
Professor Richard Palais from Brandeis University entitled "Exploiting
Symmetry to Solve Variational Problems," at 4 p:m. Way in MacQuatrie Hall, Room 324. Refreshrnents will be
served a half hour before the speech
in MR 210. For further information
call 277-2400.
Tau Delta Phi will have a forum
on the international debt problem
from noon until 2 p.m. today in the
S.U. Umunhum Room. Representatives of the Mexican and Korean governments, Bank of America, the Fed-
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sity’s newspaper who was suspended from his duties for
endorsing off-campus candidates and issues, filed a grievance with the university, Monday.
Truitt violated Title 5 of the administrative code
which states that student newspapers are prohibited from
endorsing or opposing candidates for public office.
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Sports
The Spartan vollyball team beat the University of
Tennessee in three straight games Tuesday. The scores
were 15-7, 15-11, 15-8.

SJSU’s Campus Ministry conducts its study of the gospel at 7:30 tonight in the campus Christian Center.
Call Norb Firnhaver at 298-0204 for
more information
The Campus Democrats has its
general meeting from 12:30 until 1:30
p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. For more details call Paul
Torres at 262-7754.
Today is the last day to view
paintings by Robert Tomlinson at the
SJSU Union Gallery. The exhibit is
open from 9:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. Call
277-3221 for additional inforthation.
The Multiple Subject Credential
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Program will have a group advisement from 2:30 until 3:20 p.m. tomorrow in Sweeney Hall, Room 120. For
more information call Dana Elmore
at 277-2681.

era I Reserve and the Hoover
Institute will be included in the
forum.

The Humanities Club has a general meeting from 11:30 a.m. until
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco Room. Call Richard Ramirez
at 294-6560 for more information.’

Leaf Notes

SJSU’s Studio Theater sponsors
Rose Wapner, the script supervisor
for the film, "Razor’s Edge" at 3:30
p.m. tomorrow in Hugh Gillis Hall,
Room 103. For further information
call Scott Johnson at 277-3190.
The Community Committee for
International Students offers conversational English tutoring for all international students from 1 until 3 p.m.
tomorrow in the Administration
Building, Room 206. Call Muriel at
277-2009 or 279-4575 for more information.
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Kevin Yeager
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The Akbayan Filipino-American
Club has a general meeting at 1:30
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. Call Ray at 272-8036 for more
details.
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PIT STOP
SPECIALIZING IN VW REPAIR
AND FOREIGN CARS
All German Mechanics

The Women’s Center sponsors
the National Association of Women’s
Centers’ Western Regional Conference beginning at 4 p.m. tomorrow
until Sunday on the top floor of the
Student Union. Call Maria Lynn at
277-2047 for further information.
The Foreign Languages Department offers free tutoring in Spanish
for students in self-paced learning
units from 8:15 to 10:15 a.m. every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday of
Sweeney Hall, Room 219. For further
details, call Barbara or Jill at 2772576.

20% DiscourVeltai4JSGAStudents

One Block from Campus
447
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mow,

SJSU missed an opportunity to renovate the Old Science Building when the California State University Board
of Trustees approved $32.8 million from the state’s general operating fund to restore and improve CSU structures. Five campuses were targeted for the funds, but
SJSU wasn’t one of them.
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VoMey Immediate job. evadable in
SR facets of bus @dew manufec
hiring engineering and office sup
port personnel No lee Arrow/sten
Telraporey Serve.. 100 N Win
Ch.M., SAM 230, Seto Aim.
244 8600
PIZZA DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted,’

FOR SALE

NIXON FS BODY $150. NIKKO. 381066.00. $220. WICKOR 66 nom
memo 1120 Cell Jen or 238
6620

61 DEFECTIVE 1

FlwIble hours. own have car & lo
cense $811,et ho plus The Dein
my Depot 120 E San Cert. SI
266.7444
STUDENTS. STAFF, FACULTY Need
Piece, Have same SJSU Off
centime limning Program Forte
services Cell 277 3996
TEACHERS AIDE work with under pro
veledged handicapped youth in
public schools Possible intern.hip
ipagernilaage Need own Penni
work within hours of 9 30 3 00
pm CO U. al Boy Scout. of
America, 249-6060

HOUSING
WE NEED 2 PEOPLE to sham 1 room.
$17151 ono $350/0,0 anal Vs
house nice area, walk to SJSU
Fun atmosphere Eves iwknds
293 4493

PERSONALS
CHOICES DATING SERVICE Choose
from photos 6 profiles Menem
under 30 min free Over 30.,
poke 408/971 7408
COLOR ANAL YSISli Find out Me roght
coMr clothes and flirt up that
compliments you mon Saws you
Mine end money when you Mop
Student discounts available Call
Clew between 7 9 pm 14081
945-8777
HELLO, GREE/INGS LOOKING for fa
male dance partner to cut loose,
footloose 00111 80 shy, reply In
quints to Dere M 929 McInnes.
AVe., Sunnyvale Ca 94087 or
14081245 1398
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to
live Wth cerebral palsy Be com
minion. Cell Brian after 5 pm 298
2308
YOUNG WOMEN wHI find this hard to
believe hut more men than
women here Mined Personal S.
lection A Jewish Dating Service
Be good to yourself Attractive
men went to meet you Werner, in
thea 20’s may take advantage of
Komi./ 90 day introductory mem
hershIp. 150 c011 793 DATE

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL, Stop shwing wetting
lemming or wing chemical depili
tones Let me permanently remove
hew
00401 unwented heir Ichin
tummy moustache etc I 15%
discount io Modern10 end faculty
CM before Dec 25 1984 end get
IOU! 1st awn et 112 price On
wonted Het Disappeers With My
Dere Gwen Cheigren RE 659
3500, 1645 3 Bascom Ave C
Heir Today. Gone Tomorrow
FACULTY & STUDENTS Relax and re
Well., Certified nutmegs precti
none, offers nonsexual lunding
bodywork Specializing in acumen
sure therapy Easton technique.
By appointment only CM Jenks
408 287 2993
FREE FACIAL 6 MAKEOVER lemoonll
Lwrn to nee better care of your
skIn NOSY makeup correctly AS
...WY no obligation. CM todelo
for your topointment 243 8709

or 243 2091
NEVER DONE ITT Detailed recipe0 end
prep...bon Inetruction for festive
turkey dinner Send 01 013 to Hey
Mom 0718 Meridian Ave 207,
San Jose Cu 95116
PREGNANCY HOTLINEIII Information
end Remelt. Plea. call 14081
297 CARE or 14151363 -CARE
P 0 BOX RENTAL811 Available
now No waiting The MS Poet
4718 Merodian Ave 14081 286
1500
TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF Complete
health care cline within walking
Osten.. of SJSU FuN range of
obogyn. Ind birth control 5 Woo
Pon lames. mimeo or tivillght
sleep) Family medicine & then,
offering indv IL group couneelong
end cl
Professional caring
staff Call Momen, Community
Inc
at
2137-4090 for info
Clinic.
or meet Bring in thit ad for a FREE
2 MINUTE PREGNANCY test
VIDEOTAPING" SJSU CLUBS end
orgenuations have your event0 vl
I Call Cre.
cleotaped this sem
tel Clear Vol. Production. et
14151964 7572
WE NEED SPERM DONORS!, Al mew
Los Colivo. Women’ s Medical
Clinic. Inc . 16151 National Av..
Los (lido.. 14081366-0431
WE SCREEN ANYTHING!, Tshins.
hat, end jackets, clubs. groups.
epeeist events Excellent prime
competitive pm.. by G Wen Cl.
shone Cell 978 9349 of 26720115

TRAVEL
EARN FREE MAZATLAN New Tear’.
Holiday ii Cell 18001 924-81131
HURRY! Spec. Meg Mann I
SAIL MEXICO Mood 70 square
rigged schooner .1010 this 6 mu
winter wpedltion for 2 week. or
more Learn wernenshop nwiga
tion wedeurfIng 415 431
4590

TYPING
ABILITY PLUS WORD lioce6engt1Re
nom.. oem Prows letter. Rea
tooneble rates North San Jo... cell
261,8813 after 3 pm Mon Frl
All day Seturday
ABOUT ACCURACY brng your typing
to Me mon
m Terrabien,
APA MLA I reermes Trans..
non wive. IBM select/. II, 10%
discount with WI Hi% rem. cell
the expert, Jew 251 6942
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING
thet . top. Trust Tony 29.
2087 Doylies @paced 0160
pegs Resume. $ 6 00 Available 7
deys weekly AS wort guerenteed
IBM Correcting Select,.
A GOLD MEDAL hoorah for your red
trate thesis Excellence In Wood
processing located 16 mein.
west of centime Reach us et
14081 241 0503 Call on Merrell
Enterer..
AMPARA’all A complete word pro
misses secretarial service Nom
phone Quick turn around San
Tomes Colcott Santa Clare 10

re experience 727,4998
CALL PROFESSIONAL STENO typing
entice for last accurst. typing
Word processing 11 50idoubie
Mowed owe Guaranteed queck re
turn on ell pews Cassette tow
scriphon awdebie Almaden ’Br.
hem . phone Unda at 284
4604 or leeve memage
COMMERCIAL WORD PROCESSING
Completely guaranteed task
mimed tor later edrimg telt sect,
rate confidentral ...urn. re
ports. engineering. legal financial
Reduce, enlarge photocopy IS
graphics sarvoc Colored papet
201 E Campbell Campbell 370
1234
DEPENDABLE TYPING free pick up &
delivery on campus $1 604.
page 10 yr. wp Olivetti Memo
floc Semple. wart 10, review CM
afternoons or we. 371 5933
ask for Jude
EDITING/WORD PROCESSING, Illed
equip . help syTerernmer sentence
on request lAp
etruCture. etC
proved forme" tog Campbell
APAI Term P.O.W. ration,. etc
14 yrs wipe Willow Glen area
CM Marcie 8 AM 8 PM No later
pleesel 266 9448
EXECUTYPE WORD PROCESSING
Quick tom around guaranteed
error It.. dependable Letter
guelity OWP Courrar 10 Letter
Gothic 12. liclentlfic & Oreek

technicel

&

ittetos0101

typing

re

medical trenscroptiOn
&
surnef
Fest turn around Setisfaction
gum Cony located oft Ilmnihonll
Winchester 666 2468
WORD PROCESSING, We specialize in
OHM. 0140e Cowers 1ALPA MLA
Terrabian etc 1 Rees rem, fest
service Assn *Spelling ponchos
lion simple grereuriar Mkt
thews term papers outlines re
norms. correspondence Pick up I
delivery aveefriendle wc for for
Men nudents Salle 274 2260. 9
ern 9901
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is
located right acme. the street

!

AdVERTISE

I

from SJSU for your convenience’
We specialue in ’mum. mono pa
s. thesis melon, labels
repe
Olive lettere, Cell on at 292 8461
lor en appomtment, We Mow wary
low retell & good service’
I TYPE & EDIT Prctessiormi gum
finned copy end turnaiound
$ 1 254. page Pickup & delovery
wadable CHRYSTAL 923 8461
13 AM 8 PM 16 years wenence
KEY IN WORD PROCESSING, Theses
dowertabon.
reports
Morn
$1 75 double space Per 001.14
Nothong under 10 pages e copied
Also repetitive Niters labels nTeel
Inc lists Joy.., 264 1029
MASTERPIECE TYPING for that PER
FECT PAPER, Prof...tonal work
guaranteed Thew. papers to
stones o011166 ’electric Ptoofreed
grenuner end welling avo
00
movements upon request Nee
SJSU Cell Rene at 14081 207
6060
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE resumes
term papers buena. letters etc
Clow to SJSU new mow Cail
Colby., 971 9315
RENEE S RESUME DESIGN Dynamoc
pspsonalized crevices colorlui too
mot 504
organued copy That
tvill own doom for YOU,. Send
sparkling resume Met will broghten
their day Dare to be remembeoed’
think of tomorrow. call 1408i
267 6060 today Located nee

Meth Symbols Free 45-dey dist
norege longer on mg Grammar
help on mg PM pick up & del
wet Vol, corn discount. 10
yrs prof trap ’scented on no
home 274 4409
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY FOR ell
your typing needs, Report.
thews resume. Prole...tonal
quakty feet and eccuratei Low
rates 111 25/pag double spaced’
Resumes from $600 CW P.m.,
295-3224 or Hove message Neel
El Canon and Lawrence Exp on
Sante Cl.,.
FAST ACCURATE TYPING profession
ally done on IBM correcting Se
lectroc II Ten yrs of typong.word
processong ep specieliong in re
business letters
Theses
ports
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Type Rees by page hour or ph
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men Thesis dissertations reports
Large document memento Rea
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area CM Astnd at 262 2201
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Corit eoversy surrounds Judiciary’s decision
continued from page 1
Borges said a "de-alignment" is
going on in the Democratic Party.
"People no longer feel close to
the New Deal," he said.
Christman continued the discussion by commenting on what the
proposition results meant for voters.
He said both parties opposed the
lottery measure, yet it was passed by
the highest margin.
"We all knew that it was going to
pass because people think they will
win something," Christman said.
He said that of all the things on
the ballot, "it was the most depressing."
Christman said it’s a "lousy revenue raiser" and will not provide
much money for education.
He said Proposition 39, the reapportionment initiative, was defeated
primarily because of a dishonest advertising campaign.
The welfare initiative, Proposition 41, lost because the wording on
the ballot was too complicated for
California voters, Christman said.
The Jarvis initiative, Proposition
36, lost for the same reason.
"If it had passed, it would have
meant a state bail-out (of local government)," Christman said.
He said the passing of Proposition 36, the English-only ballot initiative, will not change much.
"Hispanics are smart enough,
even if they’re from another country,
to know which party is Democrat and
pull that lever," Christman said jokingly.
On a final note, Borges summed
up briefly why the presidential election came out the way it did.
"Mondale’s problem is he’s too
compassionate toward everyone," he
said. "I don’t think anyone could
have stopped Reagan in this election."

continued from page 1
cess in any way, sti., pc. or form’
Borges said Dougherty is free to
appeal the judiciary’s decisions.
"If he thinks he was denied due
process," Borges said, "we’ll go over
the charges again."
Dougherty also said the judiciary
delegate was not appointed before
the meeting.
The delegate acts as a mediator
between the judiciary and the parties
involved in the dispute. The delegate
tries to resolve the conflict before it
reaches the judiciary and does not
vote during the meetings, according
to Dougherty.
At yesterday’s meeting, Dougherty said no judicial delegate had
been appointed. Judiciary member
Scott Condon then said he would assume the position. Condon, however,
voted on the committee’s decisions.
Borges said Condon’s vote was
not improper.
"We did the best we could under
trying circumstances," Borges said.

Spending ceiling complaint upheld
continued from page 1
the Nov. 14 and 15 ballot.
Program Board Adviser Ted
Gehrke filed his complaint last
week to complain that it would be
impossible to audit all groups who
may be distributing pro-REC campaign material.
"To be held accountable for the
expeuditures of other pro-REC
groups is irrational," he said.
The policy would have "put
SUBOD and the Committee to Stop
the wRECk in the untenable position of trying to keep track of other
groups.
decision
judiciary’s
"The
makes it very clear that individual
students or groups do not have to
confer with either side in this cam tee attended, a quorum was reached
so it could discuss the issues, Dougherty said.

Dougherty also asserted that the
judiciary met unannounced and did
not have a quorum at the time.

According to the A.S. Constitution, a quorum on the A.S. Judiciary
consists of two students and one faculty member.

Borges told Dougherty that he,
Political Science Prof. John Wetter’
green and one student met Friday.
Although no one else on the commit -

Dougherty also said he was not
notified and did not attend but
learned of the meeting after it was
held.

paign," Gehrke said
Gehrke said he believes it was
the election board’s intention all
along to have the policy work this
way.
Rec Center opponent Larry
Dougherty was present at the hearing and said he believed the committee was predisposed to favor
one side over the other.
"The election board wasn’t
even there to defend itself. How
could they weigh or hear all of the
testimony if the election board was
not there?" Dougherty said.
"I think this is a classic example of a kangaroo court," Dougherty said.
Dougherty said his anti-RE(’
campaign expenditures will proba

bly run less than 9500.
The Student Union Board of Di.
rectors has allocated $1,000 to cam
paign in support of the Rec Center
and $5,000 to produce what they call
informational brochures..
"SUBOD has already agreed to
abide by the $1,000 spending limit
for pro-REC material," Gehrke
said.
"The election board ruled that
what shall be considered campaign
material will involve a direct call
for a vote one way or another," he
said.
The advertisements in the
Spartan Daily do not call for a yes
or no vote and are considered informational. Gehrke added.

The Rec opponent and former
A.S. vice president also claims the
committee was biased against his positions because little discussion occurred and the decisions seemed to
be made in advance, even though
yesterday’s meeting was the first
time evidence had been placed before
the board.

According to Greg Mack, chief
justice of the judiciary, most of Dougherty’s complaints were based on
whether a legislative directive
passed by the A.S. Board of Directors
was constitutional.

"They sat there and voted unanimously to reject our complaints with

The board passed a directive
which slated that displays, interviews, publications and forums con -

practically no discussion," Dougherty said.

cerning the Rec Center will be considered informational material and
not contrary to the election code unless a positive or negative vote is requested.
Dougherty contested the directive on the grounds that it conflicted
Section IV, Act 9 of the code He contends that it removes the guarantee
of fair elections by lifting the existing
limits to campaign spending and lifting the ban against false and misleading advertising.
"We think that this has been
passed primarily to benefit SUBOD,"
Dougherty said. The directive allows
the board to "pre-judge what is misleading," he said.
Mack said the directive is constitutional.
"It is within the rights of the
board to adopt such a directive,"
Mack said.
Borges said the directive is not
contrary to Act 901 the election code.
"We see it simply as being pursuant to the act," Borges said.
If the directive was ruled unconstitutional, Mack said, Dougherty
could have possibly received favorable rulings on his other complaints.
"The charges were contingent
upon the legality of the directive,"
Mack said.

Comparable
worth, pay
discussed
continued from page 1
them to practice better packaging, he said.
Other acts that have changed behavior are the Equal Pay Act of 5963,
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Henry
said.
In addition to arguments that legislation doesn’t change attitudes, the
two panelists said the difficulty with
comparable worth is evaluating the
jobs objectively.
Job evaluation plans are inherently subjective, Pauly said. Each
job would be given points based upon
factors such as job conditions, contacts with people, supervision, independence and physical requirements
on the job. All jobs worth 500 points
should receive the same wages, he
said.
"This method would not be scientific or objective," Pauly said.
Henry disagreed, saying several
states already have legislation for
comparable worth, based upon evaluation scales.
Each job is broken into tasks,
which are rated, he said. A similar
method has worked in determining
jobs suitable for handicapped employees, he said.
A personnel evaluation company
determined a scale as a result of the
city of San Jose employees’ strike in
1981.
"It can be done," Henry said
"Society isn’t going to change
without impetus."
Quackenbush said society has to
get itself out of discrimination just as
it got into it, but in ways other than
comparable worth.
If a woman’s goals are to make
more money, she should change her
career choice, Quackenbush said.
"Women decide which career
they are going to enter," she said.
Public service careers have
lower wages, but are admirable professions because they provide employees with respect and personal
satisfaction. Women interested in
high wages shouldn’t enter low-paying careers, she said.
But Henry said the dignity of a
person should not have to suffer because of occupational choice.
Quackenbush, who describes herself as an average person from the
Midwest, said women need to be encouraged to compete, whether in
orts, math or knitting.

Ad for cash
LOS ANGELES (AP) An ad
published Wednesday requests donations of $5 to $100 to defray legal fees
incurred by onetime auto magnate
John Z. De Lorean during his successful two-year fight against cocaine-trafficking charges.
"Without one single judgment
against him, John De Lorean has
turned into a modern day Job," says
the full -page advertisement in the
Los Angeles Herald Examiner.

Your feet hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even your teeth hurt.
But your friends thought
you looked terrific. And with
them urging you on, your
first 10 kilometer race didn’t
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here’s to good friends.
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It’s What
RIGHT DOES the
WHAT
student press have to
critique movies, records,
plays, and other assorted artistic
endeavors? Hitting closer to home,
why should writers for the
Entertainer be granted this
privilege’?
Reporters on the Daily and
SJSU readers have often
forwarded the above questions, in
one form or another, warranting a
response.
Without trying to elevate
things to the point of hyperbole,
there are a couple very good cases
for questioning this license. One,
what expertise can a journalism
junior or senior have in any
respective field to justify his or her
criticism? And two, what makes
the student journalist more expert
than the reader?
Addressing the first question:
Writers for the Entertainer
may not be a Roger Ebert or Gene
Siskel, lacking their years of
experience and proficiency at
review. But they should be granted
the same courtesies in reviewing a
film the same respect and
validity. This is on a provisional
basis, however.
While Ebert and Siskel have
earned the right to spin off an
occasional flip comment during a
review, Entertainer writers have
not. They must be careful to back
up any cutting or praising remark
with particular examples from the
film critiqued. The same applies to
Entertainer reviews in all other
areas as well as films.
By either tracing plot line
from a play or by pulling lyrics
from an album, amateurs can
make their reviews every bit as
sound as the experts. In this case
there is no need for the writers to

Frank
Lopez

Not Who
feel self-conscious about their
respective works, nor for the
reader to dismiss the review as
coming from an unenlightened
source.
Amateur critics may be more
than just occasionally ’off’ in their
interpretations, but if enough
substance is pulled from the
critiqued work, the readers are
given an opportunity to override
the reviewer’s conclusions, thus
arriving at conclusions of their
own. The Entertainer’s reporters
must rely on sound argument
rather than reputation for the
selling of their opinions.
This leads directly to the
second question: What makes the
writer more expert than the
reader?
Well, the answer is nothing.
While Entertainer reviewers
often have easier access to
backround information for a film,
album, etc., this does not make
them anymore adept at pulling out
the essence of work. But this is not
relevent, again on a provisions
basis.
The reader can reinterpret
whatever is written if enough
general information is provided. A
review can be read into with
different, and perhaps more valid,
conclusions being reached.
A reviewer may know less
than the reader, but the point
becomes moot when enough pure
material is left for reevaluation.
When reporters fail to back up
their opinions they are wide open
to criticisms from the readers. If
they do substantiate their claims,
the readers can agree or disagree,
but should grant them the same
respect they would a Rex Reed,
After all, for any review it
should not be who says what, but
what is said.

New Dance to open
Opening its second season at
the San Jose Center for the Performing Arts, the New Dance
Company San Jose will combine
forces with the San Jose Symphony, under the direction of
Maestro George Cleve November 30 and December 1.
The evening’s musical offering of all-British composers will
open with Ralph Vaughan Williams’ "Job: A Masque for
Dancers." In addition, New
Dance will feature a world premiere ballet by the internationally -renowned director Cliff
Keuter, to selections from the
William Boyce Symphonies.
Keuter, whose credentials

include directing his own New
York-based touring company,
"The Cliff Keuter Company"
from 1969 to 1979, and recently
was named "Choreographer of
the Year" by Dance and Dancer’s Magazine, returned last
month from France, after completing a commission with Ballet
du Rhin. Keuter re-created his
1980 premiere "Requiem" to the
composition of the same name
The piece opened in Strasbourg
on October 14, winning critical
and public acclaim. As a result,
Ballet du Rhin has asked Keuter
to return to France to create a
new ballet for the company,
according to the New Dance
Company.

TAkiNg
LibERTiEs
By Tim Goodmen
OK bambinos, this week we’re
going to be real nice to everyone.
No more chatter and chit chat
about the atrocities of pop music,
or the usual ramblings about your
lack of taste just because you like
Prince and the man is laughing all
the way to the bank. No. This
week, throwing all references to
lyrics and sugar songs and this guy
and that band right out the window, we will talk only about the
good things in music.
No more pop-offs about Elton
John and Julio Inglesias. No more
pop quizzes concerning Winnie the
Pooh, and finally, no more anything. Let’s all just listen to Muzak
and shop in grocery stores for dish
soap. Let’s just ride elevators and
listen to "Revolution" by the
Beatles become reduced to incessant horn section meanderings.
Or, better yet, let’s just give
up on music altogether. Or haven’t
we? Haven’t we reduced ourselves
to mindless followers of fools who
can’t write a decent chorus line
and can’t even follow it with lyrics
that are mildly entertaining.
inspire us, or teach us lessons?
Oh, yes we have.
Just look around you? See
those people? Yeah, the ones trying to be cool with their AC/DC
shirts on. They are the young. they
are the misguided, they are living
examples that the educational system in America is flawed.
And those people too. Yeah,
the ones with the Air Supply shirts
on. O000h. Grimace. Wake ’em up!
Air Supply? Oh, God, we’re just
doomed now. But they still ’wear
them. And John Waite shirts too.
All these people have been snorting too much Instant Karma.
And look there. Look! See the
ones with the shirts that say
"Frankie" this, and "Frankie"
that. Yeah, them. Terminal trendiness becomes fashion. What do the
shirts mean? Well, they represent
the statements of Frankie Goes to
Hollywood, that collection of shirtless boys content on being the next
big something or other.
It gets worse. They even print
shirts with country music slogans
and bands.
But who really cares? And
why are we talking about shirts
anyway? Because this is a plea. It
is a lowdown dirty slimy tactic
we’ve devised to find out the most
predominant form of music on
campus. You! We want you! We
won’t your slimy little advice as to
the state of music! No, actually,
we don’t. Save it, huh? We’ve got
enough pop-offs and psuedo popoffs in this business.
We’re sick of music. Just utterly and dishonorably sick of it.
We really don’t know why we’re
even giving it space. Can it be
saved? Wait! A masterstroke!
That’s what we’ll call it! CAN IT
BE SAVED? Think of it as a
trendy slogan or trendy little special interest group that you can attach yourself to. Neat, huh?
So write to us, and tell us what

ENTERTAINER
The Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment guide
that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
Nick Gillis
Editor
Frank Lopez
Associate Editor
Cindy Roberts
Associate Editor
Patty McNerney
Special Sections Manager

COVER
Artist Nancy Chan re-creates the old world look of the Renaissance era. The New Age Renaissance Fair was held in San Jose
last weekend. For a review of the events, as well as the Christmas
oriented Dickens fair held in Cupertino’s Vallco Village last week,
turn to pages 4& 5.

RATINqS
The Entertainer uses the following system for rating the per
formance or quality of a featured piece of art. Each rating is give!
by the individual author, and is done to give the reader a summa
rized opinion of the works reviewed:
* * *
Excellent
* *
Good effort
*
Average
Stay Away

LETTERS
The Entertainer welcomes all comments and criticism. Please
identify yourself along with your, major, class standing and telephone number. All letters become property of the Entertainer and
may be edited for length and grammer.

Please take liberties elsewhere, reader says
Editor,
No offense Tim, because you
obviously have musical taste, but I
have a hard time swallowing your
"Taking Liberties" every week. I
really don’t see the point to your
little two-column ditty.
Every week, you mention the
same bands. My God, I could tell
you exactly who your favorite
bands are: Elvis Costello, The
Jam, the Style Council, XTC,
-Squeeze, oops Difford & Till.
brook, just to name a few. Well,
frankly, Tim, who cares? If you
were writing a weekly, biting, witticism about the trash bands on the
market (and there’s plenty to
choose from),
that would be different.
Instead, we get Tim Goodman’s opinion of who’s cool and

who’s not.lt seems you’re trying
pretty hard just to take up space
Either use your vast musical
knowledge to inform us or stop
taking liberties!
Denice Chamber,
Senior
Journalism
Editor’s Reply:
We too know what Tim’s favorite bands are. We also know ( because he continually tells us) that
he is trying very hard to take up
space. The intent of Taking Liberties is to inform people of music
news, offer opinions of musical
personalities and generally, to entertain. Perhaps one of these days
he’ll get the hang of it.
P.S. It’s usually a three-column ditty.

you like in music, and why. Give us
a list or something stupid like that,
with, let’s say, 10 of you’re favorite
groups. We’ll tally all the vinyl
swill and give the results.
Then we’ll have a regular potpourri of musical "taste," and
we’ll figure out what the SJSU kids
really like to spend $7.99 on. It’ll be
great. Really. Nweally it will. Oh,
c’mon, you’re not too cool to do it.
You stood in line holding that
Prince album didn’t you? You
didn’t feel stupid then
but you
should have. So, what’s the big
deal? Grab a pen and say something like this:
"Dear Entertainer,

Music can be saved. lean save
it. It’s not as bad as you guys say. I
think you’re just trying to fill
space. I think you guys really have
pea brains and. . ."
No, wait. We want lists. All the
lists. Give ’em up. We want lists
that say so and so are the best, and
that’s why music can be saved. We
want lists that prove to us there is
talent out there. Who’s good?
Who’s dog food? We want to know.
Drop letters upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information desk on the first floor of the
Student Union.
We’re waiting.
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Bowie takes another big step
By Kevin Mendoza
"Tonight" is not quite right.
David Bowie’s latest album is an
enigma that has as many negative
aspects as positive ones.
"Tonight" is Bowie’s follow-up
to last year’s "Let’s Dance" the
biggest selling album of his
equally enigmatic recording career.
Bowie is rock’s musical chameleon. Throughout his career, he
has assumed various personalities
to correspond with the musical
styles that he’s dabbled with.
Some of his musical guises include
being an androgenous spaceman
with a penchant for heavy-handed
rock music, and a grim, depressive exile preoccupied with dark,
surreal pieces.
With the release of "Let’s
Dance," Bowie finally emerged as
a man comfortable with being
himself. The real David Bowie finally stood up. He celebrated the
metamorphosis with a rhythm and
blues-tinged pop record that was
played in dance halls all across
America. Album sales were
boosted by the AM radio success of
the singles "Let’s Dance," "China
Girl" and "Modern Love."
"Tonight" both continues and

destroys the dance-oriented tradition that was established with
"Let’s Dance." Despite heavy use
of bass, drums and various percussion instruments three key elements for dance-inducing numbers, side one of "Tonight" is
surprisingly mellow and sedate.

viNyl
Bowie enlisted the services of
Hugh Padgham and Derek Bramble to help him produce the album.
Padgham is best known as the producer for the Police. Padgham’s
touches are easily noticed on side
one. Simplisitic bass lines, similar
to those played by Sting of the Police, snake their way in and around
the drum beat. Two reggae songs,
"Don’t Look Down" and "Tonight" anchor the side.
The extraterrestrial being that
Bowie portrayed in the early 1970s
resurfaces on "Loving the Alien,"
the album’s opener. This cut displays the complexity and sophistication that-Bowie often employs in
his lyrics.
Watching them come and go
The templars and the saracens

They’re travelling the holy land
Opening telegrams
Torture comes and torture goes
Knights who’d give you anything
They bear the cross coeur de leon
Salvation for the mirror blind
Curiously, "Loving the Alien"
is only one of two songs on the
album that Bowie wrote himself.
Four songs were co-written with
lggy Pop, the former lead singer
for a late 1960’s pre-punk band
called the Stooges. Two songs are
cover versions of "God Only
Knows," the 1966 Beach Boys hit,
and "I Keep Forgetting," a 1962
tune penned by the dynamic songwriting duo of Jerry Lieber and
Mike Stoller.
This lack of personal songwriting input is bewildering to fans
who expect Bowie to write virtually everything he records. Perhaps Bowie’s songwriting well is
running dry.
Bowie and Pop offer stark contrast to the cerebral lyrics of
"Alien" , with the title track. The
song is a duet between Bowie and
Tina Turner and features elementary lyrics such as:
Everything will be alright tonight
No one moves
No one talks

backwards

No one thinks
No one walks tonight
Fortunately, the casual, almost boring, atmosphere of side
one isn’t recreated on the second
side. Side two is where the action
is.
The presence of the Borneo
Horns, a horn section Bowie assembled for the album, can easily
be detected. Touches of brass were
added to the first side, but they’re
barely noticeable.
"Blue Jean" features the best
use at the Borneo Horns. The horn
sound is meaty, punchy and definitely tasty just like on 19606 R &
B records. "Blue Jean" is the first
single from the album and has
made a relatively rapid ascent into
the Top 10.
Side two’s opener, "Neighborhood Threat" has Bowie recreating the angry, acidic tone of "Cat
People (Putting Out Fire)" from
the last year’s album. Bowie adds
the tinge of vehemence most appropriately to the lines:
You’re so surprised he don’t run to
catch your ash
Everybody always wants to kiss
your trash
The remake of "I Keep Forgetting" is just another rendition

of the often-recorded Leiber and
Stoller classic. It’s taken at a
faster tempo than most versions.
But here, the novelty of speed
wears thin after 15 seconds. Why
Bowie chose this song and this particular arrangement is a mystery.
"Tonight" is a Bowie album
caught in a netherworld of fairly
good and fairly bad. The schizophrenic grouping of songs (a fast and
slow side) is a possible indication
of Bowie’s uncertainty with himself. His reliance on co-writers
could be bothering him.
Perhaps what Bowie needs is
to assume another identity and
move his musical career into yet
another phase.
* *
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New XTC release not for ’unconverted’
By Dan Fitch
My roommates had different reactions to my new XTC album.
One roommate decided it was
a good time to do laundry, and the
other wore a grin that is usually reserved for "Odd Couple" reruns.
The cat clung to the ceiling like a
frightened bat
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Don’t get me wrong. "The Big
Express" isn’t a bad record or
anything. In fact, a lot of it sounds
great. The problem is, XTC just
doesn’t sound like most of the junk
you hear on commercial radio
these days. You’d even have to
point a bazooka at the head of one
those radio programming guys before they would play anything off
this album.
Fortunately, fans of XTC
won’t have any trouble with "The
Big Express" at all. They’re already used to Andy Partridge’s eccentric ( but always interesting)
lyrics, and Partridge and Cohn
Moulding’s offbeat melodies and
vocal twists.
interested
or
Non-fans,
bystanders may be a bit overwhelmed, however. As an introduction to XTC, "The Big Express" would be kind of like
listening to "Revolution No. 9" as
an introduction to the Beatles.
But let’s get back to the room
mates and the cat.
"Wake Up" starts side one
It’s lurching rhythm, ethereal
backup vocals, and chunky guitar
riffs prompted one roommate to

start gathering dirty clothes off
the floor.
"All You Pretty Girls" was
next, and the fiddle and whistled
chorus had the same roommate
checking underneath the bed for
old socks. The ska beat of "Shake
You Donkey Up" drove him out of
the house clutching a box of detergent, and induced the cat to begin
shredding the curtains with her
claws.
"This World Over" ended side
one, and had kitty purring comfortably on the other housemate’s
lap before the song finished. A biting indictment of nuclear holocaust, "This World Over" flows
lightly but burns like lava.
Will you smile like any mother
As you bathe your brand new
twins?
Will you sing about the missiles
As you dry odd numbered limbs.
Side two was much the same, as
the cat alternately arched her
back in affection, then had to be

yanked off the ceiling.
Along
with
guitarist/keyboardist David Gregory, Partridge and Moulding never play it
safe, moving straight from the
howling harmonica of "Reign of
Blows (Vote No Violence)" to the
lilting rhythm and romantic
yearning of "You’re the Wish You
Are I Had".
Perhaps best representing the
LP as a whole was Frain Running
Low On Soul Coal." The song finds
Partridge eloquent. . .
I’m a 30-year-old puppy doing
what I’m told
And I’m told there’s no more coal
For the older engines
Me train running low on soul coal
. . and tortured:
And all my servants are leaving
Imagination gone packing
Can’t find the wound from where
I’m bleeding
He’s just a nut and he’s cracking
Fans of XTC most likely will
listen patiently to "The Big Ex-
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press,- and enjoy it thoroughly
after a few spins.
Non-fans, or the unconverted
best start gathering their dirty
laundry if one of their housemates
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Early Christmas and

rr

The Dickens Faire at Vallco Village welcomed the 1984
Christmas season. Hand -made gifts and ornaments were
offered as well as strolling musicians and other entertainment. Above, a clown entertains the young people. Below,
hand-crafted Christmas decorations are carefully scrutinized by shoppers, and top right, apple dolls bear the burden of Christmas baskets laden with goodies.

Crafts and holiday cheer unite
for jolly or time at Dickens Faire
Going to a Dickens Faire in
early November, complete with
Christmas crafts and carolers
may strike some as an unusual
time for such an event. Christmas
seems so far away.
But after arriving at the faire
in Vallco Village in Cupertino last
weekend, it didn’t take long to get
caught up in the spirit of the day
and the occassion.
Many people dressed for the
occasion with clothing from the
Dickens era and most of the signs
were written in old English like,
"Ye Olde Dickens Faire."
Christmas carolers from Center Stage Productions meandered
through the crowd adding to the
mood of the day.
Booth after booth featured
handmade crafts and gift items.
Most everything you could think of
was available for the careful scrutiny of particular Christmas shoppers.

Text by Patricia Hannon
Photos by Yoriko Noguchi

One booth featured a variation
of ducks from ceramic decorations
and ornaments to duck-shaped
baskets or duck pot holders. Another showed handcrafted wallets
and book covers the size of phone
books. Forty-niner chairs were
available for fans of all ages. In
keeping with the spirit of the day,
many displays of Christmas
wreaths, decorated trees and ornaments were abundant.

Gail Escola of Concord showed
her wares of finely worked suede
slippers and jackets. She said she
displays her work mostly in the
Bay Area but has gone to shows as
far away as Nevada City and
Chico. Adult slippers were $23, and
jackets started at $179.
Miracle Dolphin records and
tapes were presented by Paul
Warner, who combines solo piano
with the movements and speech of
dolphins to create peaceful, relaxing music.
According to Doris Knutson,
producer of the Dickens Faire and
Leasing Manager for Vallco Village, this particular faire draws
people that may only do one or two
shows per year since many of the
crafts are Christmas related.
After three years of producing
the Vallco Village Dickens Faire,
Knutson said she has a mailing list
of approximately 700 artists who
expressed interest in participating
in the show. Many are Bay Area
craftsman, but some come from as
far away as Los Angeles.
Entertainment included appearances by Homer the Clown
and juggler Dan Manendez who
performed his juggling and fireeating antics throughout both
days.
Irish folk tunes were played intermittently by a band called
"Schanchie," meaning a storytel

ler who travels around the country
telling tales of Ireland to the young
’and old. A German band,
Deutscher Musik Verein, also
played for several hours.
The Kevin Collins Foundation
for Missing Children booth had
books and literature on how parents can help prevent child molestation and kidnapping, as well as
books children can read on how to
protect themselves from these
things.
The Cupertino Chamber of
Commerce provided the food, offering a variety of dishes like steak
and mushroom pies from Taste of
Britton and barbequed turkey legs
which could be purchased for
$2.50. Sunrise Winery in Cupertino
featured hot -mulled wine to promote the holiday cheer.
Although it may seem early to
start thinking about Christmas,
Knutson said Vallco Village has
the Dickens Faire on the first
weekend of November because, "if
we wait much longer than that,
we’re really taking a chance on the
weather."
Weather was no problem last
weekend for the more than 15,000
people who turned out to browse,
shop, eat and be entertained in the
holiday spirit during what may be
the last sunny weekend before
Christmas.
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other feats of magic
Magic potions for the ill at heart
Healthy bodies make for
healthy minds, so the saying goes.
But the New Age Renaissance
Fair" combined both products to
improve one’s health along with
services to help the sick mind.
The New Age Renaissance
Fair was held Saturday and Sunday at the San Jose Convention
Center and included more than 200
booths and a number of lectures
with psychics and health experts.
Wandering through the aisles
of magic potions and healing
mechanisms, it was easy to reminisce about witch doctors or gypsy
magic that used to be a weekly plot
ingredient in an episode of Gilligan’s Island or McHale’s Navy.
"To enhance your psychic
powers hold a crystal or healing
stone," one vendor announced.
Skeptics, like myself, don’t believe
this but the table that sold crystals and healing stones was booming with business.
The theory behind the healing
stone or crystal is that it will help a
person in meditation. For example, hold a green quartz stone if
you want to "ground" yourself.
Hold an amethyst stone if you
want surges of creativity to flow.
Odd-looking characters wearing turbans, straggly wanna-be
hippies in tie-dyed T-shirts and
new age entrepreneurs dressed in
suits, all strolled along the fair
pathways selling their wares and
consuming others’ products.
At one table the ultra -clean
water system was touted as the
new cure for cleaning one’s mind.
Proprietor Orval Osborne was
handing out samples of purified
water. Delicious. This booth attracted much deserved attention
from fair patrons worried about
Santa Clara County drinking
water.

alk

"The Ultra-Clean Water System uses 3 pounds of activated carbon granules to filter toxic organic
chemicals, pesticides, PCBs, Trihalomethanes, nitrates, asbestos
fibers, sediment, rust and slime,"
so the brochure states. For a mere
$249, consumers can have this filter installed in their homes and be
protected from the nasty county
water.
For $400, consumers can have
an even more elaborate system
that uses a heating element to boil
the water, thus purifying it. "No
larger than a toaster oven, the
compact Rain Crystal produces a
delicious tasting pure water, free
of all chemical contaminants," the
flyer says.
People who were not interested in drinking healthy water
may have decided to check out the
"Aura Reading" booth. Here, a
person could have a picture taken
of their aura and then have it analyzed.
The reading was free, but the
picture was $5 for the scientific
method or $7 for the artistic impression method.
First of all, a question arises what is this thing called an aura?
"Each body of nature is surrounded by an electromagnetic
field. The energy we radiate reveals important information about
the electrical and chemical processes that are taking place in our
bodies. Just as astronomers can
learn about the stars by studying
the light and radio waves the stars
send out we can learn about you
from studying the radiation you
send out," a flyer tells us.
Hmmm. Sounds like an aura
must be radiation.
The scientific method of aura
photography looks like a white
blurb whereas the artistic impres-

sion is an actual picture of the person with a rainbow of colors and
white light that is the aura.
To test your aura, the flyer
suggests turning on a transistor
radio and tuning in a station. Then
walk away, come closer, walk
away again. "Notice anything?"
the paper asks. "Most people notice the signal getting better or
worse. Sometimes you can even
change stations without touching
the dial." The flyer says this is
proof of our aura.
Another experiment the flyer
reveals is to "rub your hands together until you have lots of heat.
Now slowly pull them apart and
push them together again. Play
with any sensations that may
arise. Some people experience
tingling, pressure, or attraction."
This is an example of one’s aura?
Besides auras, clean water
and healing stones, fair-goers
could partake in relaxing massage
techniques such as the Swedish
method that emphasizes relaxation in the body and promotes circulation. Jin Shin Do is another
type of massage that is described
as a soft acu-pressure. Then there
is reflexology, the massage for
feet.
"The entire body is reflected The New Age Renaissance catered to mind, both and
in the feet, and therefore the feet spirit. Above, a fair-goer looks over massage oils. Below
effect the entire body," said Cyn- left, Michael Stein explains the Rain Crystal Distiller, and
thia Stewart, Human Systems En- below, vendors display ’magical’ body stones.
gineer at The Wellness Center.
Massage oils were also available in a variety of scents including
unscented.
Soothing
Sounds could be purchased at just
about every third stand. Tapes of
harps or slow piano solos were
available at discount prices of
$7.98, down from $9.98.
The New Age Renaissance fair has
been running three years now. And
even if you are a skeptic, it is most
interesting
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’No Small Affair’ has lau hs but little else
By Paul Ruffner
Moviegoers can add William
Sackheim’s new film "No Small
Affair" to the list of low -budget
films of the ’805, using teen sex as
a stimuli for audience response
and profits, despite a poor plot and
relatively unknown actors.
By no means, however, should
anyone just write off "Affair" as
nothing more than just another
sexploitation film about a schoolboy’s crush on an older woman.
Sackheim’s movie does have its
funny moments and some excellent cinematography.

film
Filmed in San Francisco’s
more scenic spots, like Fort Point
and Union Square, the film opens
with views of The City from the
eyes of a camera. Sixteen -year -old
Charles Cumming, played by newcomer Jon Cryer ( Broadway’s
"Torch Song Trilogy") is so obsessed with photography that he
doesn’t even notice he has mistakingly shot pictures of a beautiful
bystander until he gets home to his
darkroom.
Demi Moore ( "Blame it on
Rio- and TV’s "General Hospital") plays Laura Victor, the
down -on -her -luck rock singer.
But. as Charles develops the
negatives, his disregard for
women suddenly switches to an unbelievable obsession with Moore
Cryer does an excellent job
playing the seemingly naive,
smart -aleck teenager. Much of his
hilarious acting is reminiscent of
Tom Cruise in "Risky Business."
Unfortunately, Cryer lacks the
same good looks and appears to be
more like a 13-year-old than the 16-

year-old which he plays. If the actor’s intention was to make himself look like a nerd in the film,
then Cryer certainly succeeds.
One memorable scene has a drunk
Charles sporting a plastic trash
bag during a rainstorm, then resting next to a bum in an alley.

Peter Frechette, who appeared in "Grease 2" and various
TV shows, plays the "wise" older
brother Leonard, who is determined to introduce his brother to
sex. Leonard is a chauvinistic
playboy who has no respect for
women and sees them as nothing
more than sex objects. His fiancee
(actress/singer Elizabeth Dailey)
is the typical dumb blonde who
joins Leonard in his crusade to
"educate" his brother
Despite their obvious stereotyped roles, the two actors manage
to help the audience care about
their characters through their depictions of genuine concern for
Charles’ welfare. Leonard even
suffers pains while helping his
brother when he attempts to ride
Charles’ motorcycle home in the
rain, and instead slides into a garbage bin.
Moore is also able to make her
role as the older woman somewhat
believable despite a predictable
script. Laura is different than the
typical horny housewife seen in so
many recent films. Her character
is obviously bored with Charles,
and sees him as just a strange amateur photographer who she talks
to only to be nice. Moore is very
appealing as Laura and, her background in modeling is very helpful
.when photographed in the movie
by Cryer. It’s too bad she’s cast as
a singer whose career has gone
sour, rather than an aspiring
model. She seems nervous when
playing the part and appears to be

Demi Moore and Jon Cryer explore the streets of San Francisco. Cryer is a photographer who falls in love with Moore when she ’appears’ in his darkroom.
watching the camera in the corner
of her eye. Her singing voice is too
forced and her speaking voice too
guttural to be appealing.
The movie suffers because of
the strong emphasis on Laura’s attempts to hit the big time (where
even Moore appears bored),
rather than her reactions to
Charles’ infatuation, a much more
interesting and funnier subject.
The movie’s depiction of
Charles’ home life is the most entertaining highlight of the film. His
mother, a dumb, sexy, single parent, played well by Ann Wedge worth, openly has affairs with
other men, yet is worried about
her son’s exposure to sex. Her livein lover is played by Jeffrey Tambor
Charles surprisingly takes his
mother’s affairs in stride and even
makes a joke out of her
relationship with Tambor by calling him "Uncle Ken." Througout
the film, Charles’ mother is concerned about her son’s conceptions
of life and his growth as a teenager. But, rather than bombarding
the viewer with too many stressful
subjects all at once, the serious
topics are spread throughout the
film and depicted in a laughable
manner. In one memorable scene.
the mother discovers her son innocently in his room with a prostitute
sent over as a gift from his
brother. At least nudity is handled
tastefully in the film, as is sex.
The movie boasts of a soundtrack including songs by Music Director Rupert Holmes ( who makes
a cameo appearance in the film)
and new artists such as Twisted
Sister and 707, but Holmes fails to
use the music to the movie’s advantage. Music seems to have
been placed randomly in the film,

Cryer shoots Moore overlooking the San Francisco Bay

and at times the hard rhythm of
the beat is even irritating. Moore,
as a punk rock singer whose style

turns romantic, lip syncs all her
songs including "My Funny Valentine" which is obviously coming
from somewhere other than her
mouth.
The one song which does fit
well with the movie’s plot is "Love
Makes You Blind," a comforting
ballad featured in the film along
with scenic shots of sunshine on
the bay from a boat.

$ 600
and up

"No Small Affair" is certainly
no movie classic, but its attempts
to avoid the typical voyeuristic
teen sex film are admirable, and
moviegoers should consider it a
delightful change of pace.

Haircut
appointments &
walk-ins welcome

Still, your best bet is to take
my advice and make it a two-dollar affair. Cryer is funny, but he’s
* *
not worth six bucks.

1651 N. Capitol Ave.
near 680 and Hostetter
in Fry’s Shopping Center
San Jose
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Marley’s musical influence still captivating
By Michael McGuire
Bob Marley may not be with us
anymore, but his spirit most certainly touched the reggae music
fans at the San Francisco Civic
last Friday night.
The "Legend Tour," a tribute
to Marley and his music, showed
the crowd the driving force behind
the man who was chiefly responsible for bringing reggae out of Jamaica and onto the record charts
worldwide.

LIVE MUSIC
The I -Threes (comprised of
Judy Mowatt, Marcia Griffiths
and Marley’s widow Rita) combined with the Wailers for the occasion, giving the audience an excellent show of quality reggae
tunes. The show also incorporated
the use of rare videos of Bob Marley singing, while the 1 -Threes
sang back-up vocals live. It was

"Exodus," "Lively up Yourself"
The spirit of Marley was well and "Natural Mystic."
captured by the performers. InterTo the audience’s delight, estingly, the concert fell on the anMarley’s eldest son Ziggy came niversary of the coronation of Emout and sang for nearly an hour. parer Haile Selassie of Ethiopia,
He looked and sounded amazingly the guiding light behind the Rastasimilar to the Third-World super- farian faith that Marley practiced
star" himself, minus the dread- so devoutly. It was also fitting that
locks.
the tribute featured the musicians
The crowd featured a crossand singers who worked most cloculture of every society. Families
sely with Marley during his all -toowith babies, punk rockers, hippies,
brief career.
and others who did feature the
To say the least, it was a movlong, flowing dreadlock hairstyle,
ing, well organized performance.
the symbol of the Rastafarian religion, could be seen among the
crowd throughout the performance. And of course, no one in
For a good ad, cal/:
the audience had problems shaking to the sounds of the music,
which is notorious for light, contagious dancing. Nearly everyone
broke loose to the tune "1 Shot the
Sherriff," Marley’s first big hit.
All of the Wailers’ original
members were present for the
show, lending greatly to the superb
quality of the sound.

277-3171

Michael McGuire
Marley’s son Ziggy belts out ’1 Shot the Sherriff’
somewhat sad at times, knowing anoma, a rare cancer, in 1981. The
this premier songwriter/prophet
band sounded as if he were right
of Rastafarian culture was now
alongside, however, playing a
gone, since succumbing to meltight, driving beat to such tunes as

Alexander’ s: Fine food for special occasions
By

Margaret Connor

Celebrating a once-in-a -lifetime occasion, or something almost as monumental? Alexander’s
is the place to go. Be prepared to
he pampered for a price.
If you plan to go for dinner.
make a reservation a day ahead.
For lunch, you need to book a table
three to four days in advance.
You’ll find Alexander’s in the
Marriott’s Hotel in Santa Clara.
The restaurant’s entrance is separate from the main hotel and the
driveway allows for door-to-door
service. A valet is the only thing
missing.
With dim lighting, Alexander’s
is filled with plants, dark wood furniture and several strategicallyplaced mirrors. It exudes taste
without a sense of pretension. A
domed ceiling with strings of lights
creates the illusion of space.
Piped-in classical music soothes
patrons.
After being seated by the hostess ( who unfolds the napkin and
places it in your lap), you have
only a few minutes to breathe in
the rich decor before a steward approaches your table with the wine
list. The average price of wine is
$20 per bottle.
If you choose not to have wine,
the steward brings you the menu in
an ultra-suede covered book. He
also recites the day’s specialities.
Instead of a bread basket, the
waiter places two crackers and a
slice of garlic toast on your bread
plate. He also brings butter and
delicately flavored chicken pate.
A highly reccomended speciality appetizer not offered every day
is Duck Mousse Croquette 45.95).
The chef purees duck and whipped
cream with several spices, then
coats it in bread and cooks it to
perfection. Four croquettes come
on a spinach leaf, along with two
mandarin oranges, a raspberry
and a tiny red cabbage leaf, just
for show. A tomato puree steeped
in duck stock is poured over the
croquettes. The mousse is smooth,

melting in your mouth.
If the duck isn’t offered the
night you visit, try the Shrimp
Cocktail California with CherylMarie sauce. Be prepared for a
large glass bowl with a flourescent
green liquid in the bottom with tender bay shrimp nestling in ice.
Just to look at this superb dish is
worth the $6 25 price

diNiNq
After the appetizer, a waiter
brings a parfait glass with a small
ball of lemon-lime sherbet "to
clean the palate with." Don’t be
afraid to try it; it’s only HaagenDaszsherbet .
Your dinner should be along
fairly quickly without a sense of
rush. From the least expensive,
dinners range from Chicken Rosemary Dijonnaise, which is a boneless breast of chicken in a rosemary Dijonnaise sauce for 812.50
to Steak Diane, which is a filet,
sauteed in shallots, mushrooms.
brandy and prepared at your table
($18.50).
Veal Monica is highly recommended because of it’s very light
flavor and texture. It is filet of veal

with a lobster medallion served in
a sweet basil sauce. Parmesan potatoes and yellow squash accompany this dish. You may order it
separately for $17.25, or as part of
the Alexander’s Collection for
$25.95. The collection includes:
Seafood Alexander, which is a
shrimp, scallops, crab meat,
sliced avocado with dill sauce;
spinach salad; Veal Monica: pastry and coffee.
A heartier dish is Lamb Loin
Sautee for $17.50. Lamb loins are
sauteed in curried mango chutney
and cream. This dish also comes
with potatoes and squash.
After the meal, relax with a
cup of coffee or tea and one of Alexander’s delicious desserts.
Don’t know what kind of tea to
order? The waiter will happily
bring you the wooden box with the
tea selection. You just point to the
brand and flavor you wish, and the
waiter will put two bags into your
own pot of hot water. Then he
brings a tray of goodies to select
from. For $3.95, the choice is
yours.
What makes Alexander’s especially good is the excellent service
The waiters are trained to observe. They are always filling

370-7924

glasses,

whisking away dirty
plates and moving the meal along
smoothly. If it’s a particularity
special occasion, you may receive
dessert with a candle, compliments of Alexander’s.
Take Hwy 101 north to Bowers
Drive exit. Head toward Great
America, turning right at the first
light. Alexander’s is at 2700 Mission College Blvd. Lunch is served
11:30 am. to 2 p.m.. Monday
through Friday. Dinner is served 6
to 10 p.m., Sunday through Thursday, and 6 to 11 p.m.. Friday and
Saturday. Alexander’s accepts
personal checks with a check guarantee card and a Calif. driver’s license. Bank cards are also accepted.

Pledge Dance Special
Set Sculptured Nails
$10 off New Arrth
thlsed)

Quito Village Shopping Center
18768 Cox Ave.. Saratoga

COMPLETE Selection
of Current Titles.
BEST Science
Fiction in the
South
BARGAINS by
the 100’s
on our Sale Tables.

BOOKS
INC.
s
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Tuxedo Fashions1
Expert fitting-detailed alterations
Specializing in Weddings
Same Day Service
800 Affiliates Nationwide
For the Discriminating Individual
"Student Discount" $10.00 ON arty Rental

Bill Blass
Yves St. Laurent
Oscar de la Renta
Sculptured Nails Wraps
Manicures Pedicures Nail Charms
Deep Swedish Massage Cosmetics
Studs
Free Ear Piercing with Purchase of
Evening Appointments Available

BOOKS
GALORE

After Six
Lord West
Pierre Cardin

Quality Men’s Formalwear
Rental and Sales
TWO LOCATIONS
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
MATHILDA AT WASHINGTON
SUNNYVALE CA

OAKRIDGE MALL
BLOSSOM HILL AT ALMADEN
SAN JOSE. CA

735-7660

226-0600
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- ’Antigone’ to open Friday
By Dana Perrigari
If you take an old Greek tragedy, pump new blood into its
veins by updating it into a contemporary setting, incorporate influences such as John Lennon, poet
Anne Sexton, Charlie Chaplin, the
Living Theatre, Stanley Kubrick
and some good old rock and roll,
you will arrive at director Henry
Hoffman’s version of Sophocles’
play "Antigone."
Opening at the University
Theatre Friday night, Antigone is
about the violence and destruction
embedded deep in the psyche of
man of how one woman, Antigone, defied the world of men in
the hope that a better world could
be passed on to the children of tomorrow.
She’s up against her brother,
King Creon, who bears more than
a passing resemblance to Adolph
Hitler. Hoffman, who is also a
SJSU resident guest artist, describes him as "a crazy out of
work actor looking for work."
Creon, played by SJSU student
Ken Czworniac, speaks in German, looks and sounds like Hitler.
He is the personification of a man
stuck in the rigidity of his beliefs
and the power of his position. His
rigidity keeps him from being able
to live the the present moment,
and manifests itself in the form of
E -Dicks, which repress the kingdom.
Creon is one of three sons of Clockwise from left, Lori
Oedipus. Creon takes over the Jefferson, George Manley
helm after his two older brothers
kill each other in a battle, and is Kubrick’s "A Clockwork Orange,"
and "2001: A Space Odyssey."
resisted by Antigone.
Although Hoffman said he has
Hoffman said he saw the play
in 1968 in Detroit and was over- closely adherred to the spirit of
Sophocles’ play, 70 percent of the
whelmed by it.
"It seemed to be a potpourri of material is original. He uses
so many things," said Hoffman. humor, dance, audience partici"But there was something incom- pation and a score of electronic
plete about it. It had a fierce con- music to tell the tale and keep the
temporary strain. In no place does audience on edge. He said the set
Sophocles assume that power can and lighting are like that of a rock
and roll show.
be transmitted to a woman."
"I’ve fractured and deviated,
The play sheds the restrictions
of time. It starts out at the end of a and I hope I have come up with
something," Hoffman said.
holocaust caused by man’s preAntigone was written in 441
dilection for self-destruction goes
back to the 60’s before shooting B.C. It is part of a trilogy written
by Sophocles, including "Oedipus
forward into the future.
To help prepare his actors for Rex" and "Oedipus of Colonus."
The production is dedicated to
their roles. Hoffman took his students to a series of movies which John Lennon. It will be performed
Nov. 9, 10 and 14-17 at 8 p.m. at the
he hoped would inspire them
films which illustrated a sense of University Theatre at 5th and San
what Hoffman called, "psychic vi- Fernando Streets. Tickets are $5
olence," as revealed in Stanley for students, seniors and staff, and
=NMI

20% OFFI
to students ffe faculty
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Ready for your Formal Affair?
HOUSE SPECIAL
HAIRCUT. SHAMPOO
&BLOW
PERMSPECIAI.
HI VIAI
111

I

15

294-5623
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SatSan Jose Museum of Art
urday: Wine Auction. Fund
raiser for the San Jose Museum
of Art. 6 to 8 p.m. 110 S. Market
St., San Jose. 294-2787.
San Jose Hyatt Saturday and
Sunday: Santa & Company, a
holiday shopping spectacular.
Elegant and unusual items such
as wooden toys, jewelry and

handsewn originals. 10 a.m. to 6
p.m on Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. on Sunday. Mediterranean
Center, San Jose Hyatt Hotel,
1740 N. First St., San Jose
University of California, Santa
Cruz Wednesday: Piano and
Harpsichord Recital by Nohema
Fernandez. 8 p.m. UCSC Performing Arts Concert Hall. 4292031.
Keystone Palo Alto Tonight:
Michael Furlong. Friday: (to be
announced). Saturday: Wiretrain, Show & Tell, Big Race,
Moscow. Sunday: Trak . 260 California Ave., Palo Alto. (415) 3241402.

For A Good Ad Call

277-3171

Spartan Daily Advertising

Farmers Insurance
Auto-Home-Life-Flus.
For FREE Quotes
Call:
Wayne Nishinaka
943-0713 & COMPARE

Best Wishes to SJSU’s
Pledges and Their Dates
,
and Jeanne Russ all to perform in ’Antigone.’
$6 for general admission. For tickets and information call 277-2777 or
277-3190.
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295 673’

SAN JOSE

STREET
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STEAK HOUSES

Did you know the best steaks and
prime rib in town
are 15 minutes away?
Reasonable prices
Nightly Fresh Fish
Friday Night
Kamikuzes $1.00
Wide Selection of Fine Wine
Generous Custom Cut Steaks \
Nightly Entertainment
No Cover
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Open Toes -Sat 9-6, Sun Noon -S
(Between Hamilton

San Jose State Concert Hall
Tonight: Daniel Roest, classical
guitarist will play selections
from Bach, Serlatti, Villa -Lobos
and more. Free admission SJSU
Concert hall at Seventh Street
one-half block north of San Carlos. 292-6723.

i

335 I

PACIFIC HAIR COMPANY
13805 &sworn Ave . San Jose

comiNg up

6. Stokes/
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NOW

10% OFF

ALL DINNERS
WITH THIS AD
2500 CUNNINGHAM LOCATED AT REID-HILLVIEW AIRPORT

